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chiefly to Darwin's reports, it has been
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as standing

der which
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seemed
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to

him
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represents

like the devils

such plays as

the

lad-

or descent of man.

said

of them.

They

which come on the stage in
" Viewing such
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Cook
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certainly no

to
it
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Captain
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lower
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life,

necessity, or revenge, or policy

'

Cannibals*

— 'to imbibe

the white man's powers') though they were."

But what shall we say of their language? The
same language which to Darwin's ears seemed hardly
articulate is described by Giacomo Bovi, who learnt
their language, as consisting of parole dolci, piacevoli,

ficne di vocali. The Yahgan dialect, which has lately
been more carefully studied by missionaries, has a diction-

Now let us remember that Shakeenormous variety of his plays, achieved all
to achieve, expressed
all
he wished to

ary of 32,430 words.
speare, in the

he

wished

'express, with 15,000 words, not quite half the wealth of

the language spoken by those devils of the Freischiitz,

whom Darwin

could hardly believe to be fellow crea-

tures.

Every one

lectual

effort,

of these words represents an inteland every one of them can be either
declined, conjugated and compounded, according to the
strict
I

laws of a most complicated grammar.

have always had the

fullest belief in Darwin's
had expressed my conviction
about the language and the gen-

devotion to truth, and
that,

if

the real facts

eral character of the

I

Fuegians were placed before him,

he would withdraw the strong language which he had
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among them. And so it
Down, Kent, November 22,
1SS1, Darwin wrote to Captain Parker Snow:
"Dear Sir I hope that you may succeed in publishing a new edition of your Cruise to Ticrra del
Fuego. You saw so much more of the natives than I
did, that, wherever we differ, you probably are in the

COURT.

used, after but a short stay

in India.

was.

question,

In a

dated

letter,

—

What

is

In India the earliest grammarians asked the
which we have asked but lately, namely,
language made of? and they found, as we have

found, that
roots,

it
consisted of those material elements or
and of a certain number of formal elements,

called

suffixes, prefixes

and

right.

derful achievement, particularly for

ment there proves

people even

Indeed, the success of the missionary establishthat I took a very erroneous view of
the nature and capabilities of the Fuegians."

That

is

what

Darwinism

I call real

not of self or system.

It

is

— love

of truth,

makes the

the heart that

man of science, not the brain only.
What then has the science of language done

true

miracle, and instead

the

of

It

has completely changed
of

and supernatural, it has shown us, that the process
by which this supposed miracle of language has been
wrought is perfectly simple, natural and intelligible.
We no longer stare at language in utter bewilderment,
but we understand it.
Give us the materials, and we
can build up a language, perhaps more perfect, though,

may

be, less beautiful, than

English,

Sanskrit

or

Fuegian.

it

can be

we

find

everywhere material and formal elements. In giver
and gift, for instance, the material element is give, the
formal elements are er and

we

wittingly,

element, wit, used

/.

elements

stands to

very

In to wit, in witness,

permanent material

easily see the

the sense of knowing, and fol-

in

lowed by such formal elements
material

before us, in

who

Pacini,

The

idea that

back

to a root,

root, a root

as ness

generally

are

it

lived

reason that in

and

roots,

modern languages

discover the true roots.

difficult to

views,

these roots

which we

no

is

is

to

Hence many

of

by Pacini may be

find collected

From

safely set aside.

our point of view

it

it

often

is

There have
order to dis-

in

we must
The

words of which the

possess

We

discovered.

we

are quite

word as history, if Latin and Greek had
had been swept away out of existence; nor should we
root of such a

know
age

word came

that this

would be able

to

us

from

who

Rome

we know

it,

is

know

and Greece,

changed

to

s,

initial

wit

we know

because

according to fixed phonetic rules
t

did not

to discover the presence of the root

In Greek

in history.

but no one

v

is

dropt,

thus giving us istor instead

of vid-tar, the Sanskrit vet-tar.
this

elements or roots
wtrile this

It

has discovered the

in all the

century with us,

it

material

Indo-European languages.

achievement belongs

belonged to the

and

If

we

the

sift

list

the
is

number

to

of 2,000 dwindles

say, with

Sanskrit, retaining

of roots in

such roots only as can be traced

in the actual literature,

down

to

about 800. That

we

about Soo material elements

other

as rich as that of

number

therefore

Sanskrit,

roots.

Their stock in trade
I should even say, it

because as languages

less,

to

mutandis, to Greek, Latin and

more than about 800
siderably

any other of the Aryan

applies

Aryan languages.

can

Now

account for the whole verbal harvest of India.

all

the

is

no

is

con-

grow they drop

a

of scarce and isolated words, and supply their

wants by new derivatives, or by new metaphorical
expressions.

I

see that Professor Skeat, in his

list

of

Aryan roots occurring in English, brings
their number to no more than 461.
Imagine, then, what a difference this makes in" our
the principal

one thing which the Science of Lan-

is

guage has achieved.

word from

to cage, edage, cetaticum, cetas, cevitas, cevum,

applies, mutatis

as history,

we

to go, unless

I,

Sanskrit eva, which comes from the root I, to go.

same root,
words also

wit, for instance, exists in English in such

age was

that the root of

could follow up historically the traces of that

and what

root,

roots can no longer be

could not discover, for instance, the

is

But

If there

only object of a root

the

languages,

Now

gramma-

the

should be impossible to trace any word

that harvest

before

about

never entered their heads.

always go back to the more primitive languages.

that,

about two

of

list

account for the existence of a word.

These

and ing.

called

been so many phonetic changes that
cover the most primitive form of a

d

a

ascribed to the great

is

invented for any special word, for accord-

is

ing to their

may
find that

analyzed, and as the result of our analysis,

in

now

is

prepared to admit that Sanskrit, like other languages,

But what are these materials?
Whatever language we take, we

and

language

thousand roots, which

etymologies of the native Indian scholars are fanciful.

Fuego?

the

it

The

exhibiting

and

or in Turkish, or even in the language of the so-called

as

certain

something incomprehensible, bewildering

for us

stupendous wealth of words

devils of Tierra del

language

men whom

savages or niggers.

result of this analysis or taking to pieces of the Sanskrit

rian

forms, whether in English, or in Sanskrit, or in Hebrew,

aspect

call

same time as
yEschylus. Given that number of roots and there is
no word in Sanskrit which Hindu grammarians do not
undertake to build up. That is to say, the whole flora
of the Sanskrit dictionary has been traced back by
them to about two thousand seeds» Wonderful as this
achievement is, we must not exaggerate. Many of the

explaining that

in

now would

This was a won-

infixes.

to

the nineteenth

fifth

century

b. c.

view of language.

We

may

feel

bewildered by

quarter of a million of descendants, but

age eight hundred ancestors; and

if

we

we

a

can man-

can once manage

.
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these eight hundred ancestors, their descendants, what-

ever

number,

their

no

need

and

perplex

longer

frighten us.

In

this respect the

daylight where

Whatever

in

all

language

metamorphic

now

not material

is

many

in

case£ material elements in

Thus hood

state.

These

formal.

is

which

in child-hood,

form collective and
was still not many centuries back, a
living word, the Anglo-Saxon hdd, meaning state or
This hdd again is related to the Gothic haidits,
rank.
meaning manner, way; and this haidus exists in SanWhen we have come so far, we
skrit as ketii, a sign.
ask what is this ketii, and we find that its root is kit, to
is

a formal element, used to

abstract nouns,

observe, to see, while u
to

by

left

make

use of a

former vegetation

a

number

—the

soil,

as

it

— the Aryan languages

of demonstrative elements, with

which to form nouns, adjectives and verbs from roots.
These were at first intended to point to whatever was
meant to be the subject of a predicative root. If there
was a root meaning to strike, then "strike-here" might
be a striker, a fighter;" strike-there" might be "wound;"
" strike it" might be " sword."
After a time these demonstrative elements became differentiated and specialized,
and they stand now before us as suffixes, and terminations of nouns and verbs.
What has so far been established by the Science of
Language is this, that, if we have, say, 800 material or
predicative roots, and a small number of demonstrative
elements given

language

is

us, then,

solved.

roughly speaking, the riddle of

We

know what language

is,

what

made of, and we are thus enabled to admire, not so
much its complexity as its translucent simplicity.
There remains, however, the old question, "Whence

it is

these roots?"

we have

We have found

pulled

them out

them by

careful digging,

larly

reality.

the cries of birds and the shouts of animals, or

we utter ourselves, whether
we like it or not, when under the sway of pleasure or pain,

from

And why

should not a complete language have been

formed by the same process?

why

barking,

for

interjections, such as

and

pooh-pooh

all

All this goes on swimmingly for a short time, but

elements

in

There are onomatopoeic
every language, but they end where real

a

the

bird's

shout of joy

note?
?

Could

Do we

not

hear in to chuckle the sound of suppressed laughter,
and in to chuck the clucking of the hen? Now to

They

language begins.

are like volcanic rocks break-

ing here and there through the superincumbent

We know perfectly

of speech.

fied layers

are; they require no explanation
are

course,

strati-

well what they

whatever; but they

what we mean by speech, by disLogos. I had to fight these two theories

certainly

or

not

delivered my lectures on language five-andtwenty years ago. In order to describe them by short
and clear names I called them the Bow-bow and Poohpooh theories.
Description was taken for irony; but
whether these names contained truth or irony, certain it

when

is

I

that both these theories are

again,

now

dead, never to rise

hope.

I

But though so much

is

we

and

gained,

are

not

be troubled again with derivations of words
direct from the crude sounds of nature, there remains
likely

to

the question to be answered, namely:
origin

of those roots

which

stand

"

What

like

a

is

the

rampart

between the chaos of sounds expressive of mere feelings and the kosmos of words expressive of concepts?"
It

is

perfectly right to ask that question, but

also right to see that

it

is

such a question can admit of an

Think of what times we are
when no Aryan language did exist,
when no verb or noun had yet been formed, when man,
in fact, was hardly yet man in the full sense of that
hypothetical answer only.

speaking!

— times

word, but only the embryo of a man, without speech,
and therefore without reason. We can enter into all
the secret workings of the human mind, building up

were
mind without language and

for itself the shell of language, after the materials

once given.

But a

without reason

of

breath of

occasionally the

the rest.

we

be anything but

moderate

a.

and

of the cuckoo be any-

tolderollol

in the

change it into a more or less loud
breeze of mutual love and admiration, why should that
not be called puff, from which puffer, puffery, pujfiness,

Nothing could sound

thing but the imitation

also

If pooh-pooh

their indignation, or

more

Could the name

bow-bow was used

If

not be used

it

was an expression
of disgust, why should it not be accepted as the name of
a critical review?
And if those who generally bow-bow

or any other powerful passion.
plausible.

should

sense of persecuting?

of the ground, and there can

There they are, but
people want to know how they came to be there; nay,
they seem more eager on that point than on the whole
subsequent growth of language.
There was a time when the existence of roots was
denied altogether, and words were derived straight,
either from imitations of the sounds of nature, particube no doubt about their

can clearly see

so abstract an idea as to caress or to love

then comes a sudden precipice.

in Sanskrit.

Besides these metamorphic words

we

may be
expressed by a sound imitated straight from the cackling
of a hen.

a purely formal element, used

is

form nominal and verbal bases

were,

chuckle means also to fondle, so that

how

before seemed dark and confused.

formal elements are
a

Science of Language has brought
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can do

There
roots,
(1)

but to

is

is

more than we can

to guess,

and

fully realize.

All

to guess cautiously.

are three things that have to be explained in

such as

we

find

Their being
all

state of

who

them:

intelligible not

listen to

him;

only to the speaker

;
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Their having a definite body of consonants and

(2)

vowels
In

my

former lectures I called attention to the fact

that everything in

This

rings.

nature that

struck vibrates and

is

which

the widest generalisation under

is

the vocal utterances of

man

can be

influence of certain emotions the

Under

classed.

human body

the

finds relief

in more or less musical sounds, produced by the breath
passing either slowly or violently from the lungs to the
larynx and from the larynx to the mouth.

This

perfectly true; but these sounds

is

accompany

urally

emotions,

our

supply the material, are very
roots.

that

It

was Professor

far

be

though
first

these acts

were continuous or constantly repeated, we

see in the

consciousness of these repeated acts the

pointed out

frequent

must

community, but on account of
it would soon assume a more definite form than belongs
to the shouts of individuals, which constantly vary,
according to circumstances and individual tendencies.
But the most difficult problem still remains. How
did these sounds become the signs, not simply of emotions but of concepts? for we must not forget all roots
To us nothing seems more
are expressive of concepts.
We live in concepts. Everynatural than a concept.
repetition,

we name, everything we
But how was the first concept formed?
reason about

own

of their

is

concepthat

is

have

acts

that all

nated

;

be?

neither

are

speaking,

of the

however, of a period

human mind when

in

the

there existed as yet

names nor concepts, and the question which we
is, how the roots which we have discovthe elements of language came to have a concep-

process in the formation of

primitive

this

thinks

thought,

that

true

begins only from the time

conceptual

conceptual

consciousness

when men became conscious
The mere con-

of results, of facts and not only of acts.

sciousness of the acts of digging, striking, binding, does

Only when men perceive

not satisfy him.
their acts

struck

— for

down,

the results of

instance, in the hole dug,

in

the tree

in

the reeds tied together as a

mat

— did

they, according to him, arrive at conceptual thought in

language.

I

do not

dispute

this,

but

even

if

we

admitted that the concepts embodied in our roots did
not arrive at their full maturity

results,

that

had become

we must

till

the acts

which they
by their

objectively

realized

not forget that every language retains

power of predicating these roots, and that only by
power is it able to produce its wealth of nouns and

mated

But suppose we had no such names
and
as black and white, and tree, where would our concept

accidental act, but repeated acts

from which all that is purely accidental, temporal or
local, has been slowly removed or abstracted.
Professor Noird, who has most carefully analyzed

verbs.

as trees.

are necessarily intelli-

individual or dialectic variety has been elimiand they have become conceptual, because they

express not a single

and in a negro, we form the concept of black; or seeing
white in milk, snow and chalk, we form the concept of
white.
In some cases a concept is a mere shadow of a
of oaks, beeches,

They

whole community, because they refer to acts
performed in common. They have a definite or articulate sound, because they have been repeated so often

instance, seeing the same colour in coal, ink

We

sounds by which
became spontaneously

the

were accompanied

to fulfill are satisfied.

the

growth

repeated acts raised into con-

while

gible to a

tions, and after descrying something which they share
in common, we assign a name to it, and thus get a con-

firs,

own

consciousness,

ceptual

expressed

number

the earliest framers of language found the

consciousness of their

the question which the Science of Thought has to solve.
At present we simply take a number of sensuous intui-

when we speak

first

glimmer of conceptual thought, the first attempt to
comprehend many thi?igs as one. Without any effort

what we now call conceptual roots in every language.
In this manner all the requirements which roots

by women spinning or sewing together. They are uttered
and they are understood. And not only would this clamor
concomitans be understood by all the members of a

of percepts, as

who

and as most of

may

sailors rowing together, by peasants digging together,

For

;

they

intelligible to others,

its

perform them are ipso facto conscious

these

—

cept.

acts

nat-

from being

as yet

who

Noire'

order to

in

roots,

thing

mean

which

have been from the very first social sounds sounds
They must have
uttered by several people together.
uttered
concomitans,
clamor
been what he calls the
engaged
in
a comgang
almost involuntarily by a whole
by
even
at
present
uttered
mon work. Such sounds are

tual.

I

;

All of these are acts of which those

binding, etc.

Their expressing general concepts.

(3)

of society are called upon to perform

state

such as digging, plaiting, weaving, striking, throwing,

In Sanskrit the
at

number of

these roots has been

esti-

about eight hundred, and the great bulk of the

Sanskrit dictionary has been traced back to these eight

hundred living germs. But this is not all. If we
examine these eight hundred roots more carefully, we
find that they do not represent an equal number of concepts. There are, for instance, about seventeen roots, all
meaning to plait, to weave, to sow, to bind, to unite; about
thirty roots, all meaning to crush, to pound, to destroy,
to waste, to rub, to smooth; about seventeen meaning
and so on.

believe the original

have to answer

to

ered as

meaning of roots was always special, but became generalized by usage, though, on the other side, certain
roots of a general meaning became specialized also.

tual

meaning.

Now the

fact

is

the majority of rQots

express acts, and mostly acts which

men

in a

primitive

cut, to

divide,

I
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But the important

which has been established and
is,
that the eight hundred
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roots

The Scotsman is at the
the British press, always faithful, always
true, always brave; and with such a spokesman, such a

about one hundred and twenty concepts.

leader,

fact

of religion or public morality,

can no longer be doubted

which supply our dictionary can be reduced to
These one
hundred and twenty concepts are really the rivers that
There is
feed the whole ocean of thought and speech.
no thought that passes through our mind, or that has
passed through the minds of the greatest poets and
prophets of old, that cannot directly or indirectly be
derived from one of these fundamental concepts.

may seem

to

We

lower us very much.

selves so rich, and

now we

find that

This

thought our-

our intellectual capi-

more than one hundred and twenty
But does that prove that we are poor? I
Nature has not become poor because we
believe not.
know that the infinite wealth which it displays before
our eyes consists of no more than about seventy-two
elements, nor is our mind poor because the elements of
thought have been reduced to one hundred and twenty,
and might, with some effort, be reduced to a smaller
tal is

so small; not

concepts.

number

still.

What

remains to us

is

the

power

combination, of composition and decomposition; and

power has enabled

that

us to decipher

Eg) ptian

of
if

hiero-

head of

all

I am amazed at the moral cowardice which
wellnigh smothers the Scottish people and stultifies all their

just boast of superior intelligence."

The Scotsman, and
Voysey does not seem
of

by

a

with

to

be Droud to

follow her example.

RELIGIOUS PROGRESS IN SCOTLAND.
BY REV. ROBERT

B.

society,

only he said

A friend sent me the other day, a copy of a sermon
by Rev. Charles Voysey the fifth of a series on Lord
Gifford's Will
in which there occurs the following
passage: " Edinburgh, queen of cities, is ten times more

—

—

truculent [sic\ to social opinion than

London with even
;

more of secret unbelief and revolt from revelation, there
is far more outward and insincere conformity than anywhere else that I know of. Moral courage is conspicuMutual fear is the reigning spirit
ous by its absence.
and the ruling motive.

They do

not deserve to have

such a treasure, such a God-send as their Scotsman."
It

may be

Voysey
The Times and commending The

necessary here to explain that Mr.

has been rebuking

Scotsman for their respective articles on Lord Gifford's
remarkable bequest of £So,ooo to the Scottish universi-

very

much

it

what Mr. Voysey says of Edinmuch what Mr. Buckle said,

as to

is

it

better nearly thirty years ago.

Air.

Buckle was thought at the time to have drawn an exaggerated picture, and indeed was taken to task by The
Scots?nan

the severity of his strictures.

itself for

doubtedly, however, there

was much

justice in

Un-

his re-

it may be that Scotland has profited by
the
They would be much less applicable now. Of

marks, and
lesson.

course, there

for

is

mere

amount of truth in Mr. Voy'There is, no doubt, a good deal
conformity; a good deal of church-going
a certain

even

still.

fashion's sake, or for the sake of relatives, sisters,

wives, or maiden aunts, but there

than there was

is
much less
when Buckle wrote; and there is

of this

beside
a geniality, a cheerfulness, a humanity in the tone of society which contrasts very pleasantly with the gloom

which used

DRUMMOND.

But

its spirit.

burgh

of hypocritical

man ought

to

and if The Scotsman is one of the most pownewspapers it can only be because it is supported
public which shares in its sentiments and is imbued

the seventy-two elements of nature, and to elicit the one
hundred and twenty elements of thought, we need not
be ashamed. Nature produces the greatest effects by

means, and

high praise

to guide,

sey's censure,

smallest

is

erful of

glyphics, to determine the metals in the sun, to discover

the

This

not undeserved.

But Mr.
have enough considered that
even the most outspoken and independent of journals
must largely reflect the public opinion which it aspires
is

it

be thought essential to goodliness.

to

now

old-fashioned Sabbath

is

haps the churches are

still

the middle ages;" but

people
a fine

in the

if

"as crowded

so,

The

quite out of date.
as

Per-

they were

in

there are usually plentv of

parks and gardens enjoying themselves on
is it thought any sin to scale Arthur's

Sunday, nor

Seat or the glorious Blackford Hill.

The

very word

Sawbath," which used to be universal is now heard only
from the lips of very old-fashioned people, and is gen
"

by " Sunday." Of course, there is still
improvement, especially in the way of provid-

erally replaced

room
ing

for

facilities

for

streets for the
it

will

come.

the multitude to exchange the dusty
air of the hills or the sea-coast; but

pure

The

truth

fast to their national

is the Scotch, as a people, cling
Presbyterianism, in theory at leas',

for the establishment of free theological lectureships.

the most democratic of all forms of ecclesiasticism and
they are by long custom and discipline good churchgoers,— surely not a bad habit, if they find help from it,

The Times sneered at it. The Scotsman gave it warm
welcome. Mr. Voysey continues: " It is the one gleam

and if the help afforded is of a kind worth having.
That a remarkable change, however, has taken place, of

ties

of intellectual

and moral light

in the

midst of suppressed

convictions and the deepest insincerity.

The Scotsman

speaks for the poor victims of social oppression
gives tongue to the thoughts of those

speak out for themselves.

who

and

are afraid to

Indeed, on any deep question

;

—

whole tone of thought, in the attitude
mind toward the orthodox theology, and is
going on, is clear at any rate to every one living in

late years, in the

of the public
still

Scotland,
distance.

if

—

not to those

who

only look

at

it

from

a
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Mr. Voysey has furnished me with a text. But I now
from him to notice a few of the more recent evidences of the change to which I have referred. It is
now a good many years since the Rev. George Gilfillan,
of the United Presbyterian Church, recommended that
the Westminster Confession of Faith should be laid on
Mr. Gilfillan was an eccentric man
the historical shelf.
and a bold man, and no doubt he had no authority to
speak for anyone but himself. But what would have
been thought at that time if the Moderator of the Kirk
pass

of Scotland had been found claiming
as a

proof of

his

merit, and

as a

it

conduct and forbearance, that he had

Confession. Yet
words of Dr. Cunningham, in his address as Moderator a year ago, as reported by The
Scotsman at the time. He says: " For myself I maysay I have always asserted great liberty in my preaching,
but I have never thought it right, I would have esteemed it wrong to assail or malign the doctrines of the
Assail or malign it!
Why, this is the ConConfession."
fession which every minister of the Scottish churches
subscribes at his ordination, and which he is bound by
Yet,
the most solemn pledges to uphold and defend!
here is the Moderator of the General Assembly, in the
face of the whole church, boasting that he has never
A few further sentences from Dr. Cunattacked it.

never attacked the doctrine of the

these are the very

COURT.

No

one can deny that

would be

practically of

at

even

does not look so impossible as

this

are the ideas of

or three centuries ago.

God and God's

origin, his history,

been revealed

How

different

universe; of man, his

and his destiny which have recently
These have not only modified our

to us!

old theological conceptions; they

may

almost be said to

have created a new theology." What effect these bold
words may have produced in the country manses, it is
Nothing could very deof course impossible to say.
cently be said against the Moderator, and
that he at

any

rate has laid the

it

seems clear

Confession of Faith on

Take another point.

This GifFord bequest, to which

reference has already been made,
ble sign of

whether the

the times.

It

is

surely itself a nota-

remains to be seen, indeed,

universities will accept the responsibilities

proposed to be

laid

upon them; but there

every probability that they

will.

The

theological teaching in the universities
It

is

is, I

think,

notion of free
not a

new

one.

was taken up and favorably considered, both by Pro-

Edinburgh, and Professor Story, ot
Glasgow, at the opening of last winter session. Professor Flint had no objection to it on principle, but opposed it on the ground of expediency, remarking that
as long as the churches required ministers educated in the
fessor Flint, of

did only a

it

find Professor Candlish,

well-known Dr. Candlish, of the Free
Church, submitting to the Glasgow Free Presbytery
an overture having for its object the revision of the
Confession, and carrying with him no less than thirtyseven members, against forty who voted on the other
side; when we find another well-known Free Churchman, Dr. Marcus Dods, expressing doubts " whether
creeds, used as terms of office, have not done more harm
than good," and advocating freedom of thought as
"

more

likely than the imposition of a creed to bring all

Christendom

to a

common

begin to think that even

recognition of the truth,"

we

Scotland the days of the old

in

may be numbered.
That perfervid Celt, as Emeritus Professor Blackie
profanely called him, the Rev. Dr. MacGregor, of St.
Cuthbert's church, Edinburgh, has lately been crowing
over the growth of the Establishment. He says there is
no doubt that the Church of Scotland is increasing year
by year in numbers, and in its influence for good upon
theology

that all the

is

This

may

be, but as

cannot be supposed

it

members and adherents

of the Establish-

are politically in favor of State-aided religion,

it

only another evidence of the growth of moderate

For

opinion.

of

all

the Presbyterian churches, there

can be no doubt that the Established

is

by

far the freest,

the broadest, the most rational and the most progressive.

The sermons preached

in

her pulpits

terized

by what can

though

that

there

a geniality, a breadth, a

is

which

is

strictly

not be charac-

not altogether wanting, but

it is

in

believed

humanity about them

are not to be found, or found only in a

degree,

much

less

those of the other Presbyterian communions.

All the more, of course,
should

may

be called advanced thought,

still

is

it

profess a creed

to

be regretted that she

which

is

senting her real opinion and belief.

the historical shelf.

were
Meanwhile,

a son of the late

ment

was two

when we

short time back; and

Westminster Confession, some of it almost
untrodden where the most saving truths may be gathered for the healing of a nation now so different from
it

It

use to liberate the chairs

little

the same time to liberate themselves.

the country.

what

starved.

objection has weight.

this

of theology in the universities unless the churches

ningham's remarkable address may be quoted. " I have
found," he says, "there is a vast field both outside and
inside the

would be

confessional theology, the free chairs

would, no doubt, be glad
union, in which

all

to

see

so far

Dr.

from repre-

MacGregor

a great Presbyterian

the churches at present competing

against one another should be banded together, to

make

one compact body strong enough to resist all the forces
of unbelief, agnosticism, and whatever else is most hateHe is not likely to see
ful to the ecclesiastical bosom.
it.

In the

first

place,

whatever he

may

say, disestab-

were diswould be even " within measurable disThen, if it were to come, union would be no
tance."
nearer than before.
There would simply be a new
arrangement of elements. Affinities would be freer to
act, and fresh combinations would take place.
Possibly,
lishment will come, and,

posed

of,

it

if

the Irish question

—
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indeed almost certainly, the more evangelical section of

Church would

the present Established

unite with the

Free Church, and perhaps the United Presbyterians, to
form a strong church on the old theological foundation.
There might be a second church with <i reformed confession
say the Confession of Westminster with the

—

Calvinism

But almost certainly there would

left out.

—

—

be a church reallv free creedless, confessionless standing on the broad ground of humanity, and wide enough
to take into

its

2
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defensive league against them; but they

were by no
happy ami united family. According as fortune
favored one party, his neighbors fell upon him for their
share or the whole of his plunder; so that, while all
united in ravaging Britain and the Vends, the Frisians
and Jutes plundered the Saxons, the Danes the Swedes,
and the Norwegians the Scanians and all were enemies
of the Finns, who were regarded as scorcerers and

means

a

—

wizards.

On

motherly arms not only the Unitarian,

the sandy shores of Friesland and the lands bor-

but freethinkers of every shade, so far as they desired

dering on the Baltic, their hordes became pirates from

any union implying religion and worship. This,
least, seems to be, in the meantime, the best hope

necessity, as the

at

for

Scotland and for the progress of free religion there.

OUR VIKING ANCESTORS, AND WHAT
TO THEM.

WE OWE

BY SAMUEL KNEELAND, M.D.

The popular

opinion, founded on the chronicles and

annals of English and French ecclesiastics, their

ene-

Vikings were a set of
blood-thirsty pirates and robbers, whose hands were
against everybody worth plundering, and even against
mies

in race

and religion,

is

that the

own numbers — who spared neither
age, sex, nor condition
who had no sense of justice,
honor, or mercy who were, in fact, to use tne language
of the French chroniclers, " men of hell, the spawn of
the successful of their

—

—

the devil "

— whose ravages were so constant and so

rible that this special clause

was

ter-

inserted in the prayer

books of the ninth to the eleventh centuries, " from the
rage of the Northmen, good Lord, deliver us."
Is this
a'just representation of

them?

I

think not.

Barbarous

they were, fierce and lawless, but no more so than their

opponents

in

that age,

when might made

right.

One

need only look over the venerable Bede, the old Saxon
chronicles, and the English annals to see that the spirit

was inhuman, and that Saxon and Frank,
Dane and Angle, were no better than the Vikings.
Their work was not simply to kill and rob, but to ex-

of the times

and trade; their influence is now felt in
English-speaking peoples, and the principles most

plore, colonize,
all

Arabs of the desert must be robbers;
was unproductive, the sea was their harvest
field and their camping ground; the many creeks (viks)
served them for hiding places and harbors, and all their
surroundings were favorable for plundering excursions,
and even expeditions to distant fertile and richer shores.
They were naturally seamen, from their great extent of
coast line, which is the secret of their power as warriors,
their wealth and intelligence as traders, and their success as bold discoverers.
The Northern ocean on the
west, the Baltic and the Gulf of Bothnia on the east,
could not satisfy their energy and their longings; in
while the

soil

their small but strong boats or galleys they

Greenland, and planted

a

colony in Vinland, Mass., four

Columbus saw the American shore
alwajs, it will be noticed, maritime. As Northmen or
Vikings, they controlled the northern seas from the
eighth to the eleventh century, and these were principally Danes; first making voyages along the English
centuries before

coasts, they

dle

of the

themselves

and

wintered on
ninth

its

southern border in the mid-

century, and

in possession, ruling

his sons, for

nearly

fifty

soon after established
it

under Sweyn, Canute

years; at the same time

they had their kings

in Ireland, and early occupied the
Orkneys, Shetlands, and Hebrides. The Danes went
chiefly to England and France, the Norwegians to
Scotland, Ireland, and the northern islands.
The Va-

rangians were Northmen,

who

with their

Constantinople

Viking warriors.
Omitting the Finnish and Slavonic races (Vends),
who preceded them in Scandinavia, let. us begin with
the historic Odin and his hordes from Scythia, who settled in Denmark and its islands, finally occupying the
western shores of the Baltic fierce pirates and robbers.
The Saxons, a name given to all those roving tribes, had
possession of Britain in 374, in Kent at the south, and
the Orkneys and Shetlands at the north.
Even in the

emperors.

fifth

century, the

Vends

treme ferocity; but

in

terrified

Denmark by

their ex-

the sixth, the Scandinavians be-

came the stronger, and formed

a

kind of offensive and

entered

the latter part of the ninth century,

in

afterward forming the body guard of

—

fleets

the Mediterranean, and ravaged in the neighborhood of

dear to constitutional governments can be traced to these
old

braved the

fury of the Atlantic, discovered and settled Iceland and

From

the Byzantine

the sixth to the ninth centuries they

plundered on the coasts of France and Holland, boldly
penetrating into the heart of the country, ascending the
shallow rivers

by day their
drawn on shore and
shelters.
In like manner

in their flat-bottomed boats,

means of conveyance, by

night,

covered with a

tent,

they entered

Germany, Spain, Portugal,

Sicily, carrying

serving as

destruction in their train.

Italy,

and

From the
Normandy

Norwegian Hrolf, or Rollo, the first earl of
was descended, in the sixth generation, William the
Conquerer, who with his Normans, French in language but Northmen in energy and bravery, found the
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stoutest resistance

on English

soil

from those

of his

own

race.

These Vikings appeared on the coasts of Europe only
for plunder, were greatly feared for their irresistible
fleets, and consequently had the reputation of being the
embodiment of every thing that was wicked, in the
minds of their victims and enemies. Fortunately, from
their Sagas this may be in a measure corrected, and we
are forced,

by

the corroborating testimony of the finds,

to admit that they were not without noble qualities, culThey were brave, generous to a
ture and refinement.

defeated enemy, eloquent speakers, wise politicians and
No doubt they committed many acts of
able rulers.

wanton cruelty, but their robberies can be matched by
the spoilers of the nineteenth century if opposed, their
;

raids frequently ended in foreign conquests, in

neither

home

homes nor sacred buildings were

summer

they passed the

perform

of these exploits

ful of these tales are the relations

Tammany,

agine a chief of

With

a thing!

barbarian character, they were fond

this

of poetry, heroic, sentimental and historic, and
the delight of

all

—im-

or any city hall, doing such

was

it

classes to listen to the recitals of their

bards.

To sum up
and

faith to

their characteristics

— these were courage

bear the hard decrees of

fate, in

which they

firmly believed, and to fight against their enemies; in-

dependence

thought and action

in

;

regard for oaths and

charity; temperance
hospitality, liberality and
and cheerful content; modesty and politeness; desire
for the good opinion of others, and careful treatment

age;

All these are given in the

of the dead.

Havamal and

other Eddas, forming a code of morality which, consid-

planning. expeditions for the coming spring.
Accustomed to the strife of the elements, and con-

ering the lawlessness of the times, must excite surprise

stantly

men

to similar

warring with each other, of necessity depending

on personal prowess, they became
self-reliant; their

less of

their

fearless,

independent^

maxim was, "might makes

cardinal

right;" while rapacious, they

were magnanimous;

care-

the rights of others, yet fighting to the death for

own; eager

to

die in battle,

which they regarded

as a sure passport to the Valhalla, the

chosen warriors.

by

Impelled

hall of Odin's

their strong will

and

energy and heroic endurance were their
The young Viking was educated, like the Spartan youth, to the use of arms and a
life of fighting; so great was their strength, skill and

and challenge admiration. Such were the characteristics of the Vikings, to whom English-speaking peoples

owe many

of their best traits

to

God

or

man, because

To these Vikings we owe public meetings for the
general welfare, called " Things," invested with legislaand executive powers, the first "Open
all freemen went as a great and sacred

judicial,

Court," to which

the age of twelve to fifteen years they

at

No

were formidable

foes.

in these days, to

depend

heir,

family line was allowed, as

for

its

continuance on a sickly

unable to bear arms; only healthy children were,

as a rule,

allowed to

live.

The boy was

of age

when

he could do man's work, and wield his father's sword,
Revenge they considered a sacred
spear and shield.
duty

;

" blood for blood "

generated

at

was

their law, but as they de-

the approach of the historic period, and

became softened by Christian

association,

often accepted as the price of vengeance.

money was
They placed

dependence on merit only; the knew no "blue blood,"
except

that

accident

of

high birth only

made

their

responsibility the greater; they fully believed in n- blesse
ob/itrc.

They

asked of their candidates for leadership,

—

what can you do?" or, " what have you done?" not
what did your father or grandfather do. They acknowledged nature's nobility, and not that purchasable by
money, with a tainted name. Their aim was to do

sometimes degen-

into obstinate self-will.

tive,

courage that

their bravery

erated into fierceness and cruelty, and their independence

dominant

characteristics.

and privileges; and yet

they have been called savage barbarians, without regard

fierce passions,

"

to

deeds of daring, and

couraging the young
in

solemn vow

a

against craft; vengeance on their foes; respect for old

or legendary heroes, en-

real

make

the warriors to

some bold and hazardous deed, not always creditable, or
die in the attempt; some of the most exciting and beauti-

At

spared.

;

exploits, praising

ful, for

promises; faithfulness in friendship and love, but craft

stealing from their neighbors the long winters they spent
in carousing, listening to the songs of their bards, relating
their

something, and to do it well; it was their custom, as we
know from their Sagas, at their feasts, funereal or joy-

which

hunting and

in fishing,
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privilege; their sound political

more powerful than law
rity, and good name of

owe

to these so-called

has been and
in

is

shown
just,

these freemen.

ment, public meetings,

man
viz.

trial

in the

In short,

as a
:

etc.

The

Magna

republic

we

member

of society,,

representative govern-

by jury

(the

woman,
of

men

twelve

Sagas), security of property,

freedom of speech and person, public opinion
in politics, respect for

in their

severe and

northern barbarians most of what

of value to

to

is

preserving the honor, integ-

in

Europe and America,

often appealed

wisdom

Public opinion was

laws and penalties.

as a

guide

liberty of religious belief,

Iceland

evolved the

Charta, and from that the declaration of

English

Amer-

ican independence, and will eventually produce universal constitutional

freedom, or, to use President Lincoln's

famous expression, " that government of the people, by
the people, and for the people, which shall not perish from
the earth."

The Norsemen
position; she was
East; nor a toy, as

raised

woman

to her true

and equal

not a slave without soul, as
in

in

the

Greece; nor a mere housekeeper
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with the keys,

as in

Rome;

they believed

that

her

keener insight

sharper perceptive powers gave her a
into divine things than the slower reasoning of man,
that she

knew
of her future state we know not; they had
for females, pointing, as in Mohammedan-

was nearer

Their ideas

gods and

to the

the future-

no paradise
ism, to an Eastern origin; she would find no heaven in
the Odinic Valhalla, and had to go to the lower world
of Hela, with those who died
beds and that is about all we know.

of disease and in their

—

work was made hard

Awkward

the rest.

a dead heap,

maybe
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or easy according to the

a couple of feet

leaving him to shovel

Jemmy

and

dump

fellows would

flirt

but give

it

a couple of taps for form's sake.

he burst into admiration

our

at

could wheel on a horse's rib."

skill,

show

I

and
this

from vanity, but

ple, their originators.

incline of 30 degrees, without looking at

naval

architects,

as the

America, mixed Danes,
Norwegians,
English-speaking all,
Anglo-Saxons and
improved
their
skill
and
upon their
have inherited
"
"
"
"
Puritan
and
Mayflower
are evolumodels. The
galley,
former
built
Norse
the
for peacetions from the
finds prove; their descendants in

ful contests, the

latter for

King Olaf, Niels Juel
modern counterparts in Nel-

war.

and Tordenskjold
son and Farragut; Erik the Red and Leif his son lived
in spirit in Franklin, Kane, Livingstone and Stanley.
The bold, free, adventurous spirit which animated the
Vikings makes the English-speaking peoples the masters of the seas, whether for conquest or discovery,
from the frozen ocean to the tropics, from Geeenland
find their

to India

and Africa.

LIVE AND NOT LET LIVE.
BY WHEELBARROW.

This

is

the motto of monopoly, the creed of selfish-

ness, the religion of greed,

whether

who
I

it is

and

practiced by the

makes no

it

man

difference

of millions, or

by him

has no capital but his trade.
sign

my name " Wheelbarrow," because that is the
my handicraft, or was, when I was a strong
was by profession a "railroad man;" my part

implement of

man.

I

of the railroad business
aid of a pick, a shovel
skilled

was making the roadbed, by the
and a wheelbarrow. I was a

workman, and had obtained

that could

be got

in

the highest diploma

the profession.

Jemmy

Hill and

myself worked on the same plank, and so buoyant and

we make

up and down, and dump the
dirt into the exact spot, that we were worth twenty per
cent, more than any other men on the job.
There was
a superanuated old Irishman in our "gang" who had
helped in building every railroad from Montreal to Minneapolis ;.he had become too stiff for the wheelbarrow
and the pick, and was reduced to the shovel alone, which
he could still handle tolerably well; his duty was to stay
on top of the pile and "level off" with the shovel. His
easy did

the trip

with the right

be,

Beside the memorials of the Vikings in the names
of the first six days of the week, their fairy tales have
come down to us, filled with elves, dwarfs, mermaids,
nicks and nisses; many of our nursery rhymes, much
of "Mother Goose," are well known to the Norse peo-

They were consummate

place,

and scatter the
on the precise location, leaving Tim nothing to do

wrist, or the left, as the case
dirt

from the

the rest of the way, while

it

would give the loads a
might

I

skill of

their loads in

honors

proof that

as

I

One day
Yez

said, "

diploma, not

graduated with high

in the railroad college.

You may

sneer

" skilled labor."

wheel a 'barrow

A

at

classing

full

up

of dirt

shoveling with
one that you can't

dirt

hundred dollars

to

a plank, say at the easy

your feet, and
same wager that you can't come down the plank,
dragging the empty 'barrow behind you, without running the wheel off the track. You won't take the bet?
the

Very

well; then don't

make

fun of

my

diploma

until

you are able to " wheel on a horse's rib."
One day a greenhorn came along and got a job in
our gang; he was awkward as a landlubber trying to
climb the top-gallantmast. He would look at his feet as
he went up the plank, and the wheel of the 'barrow
would run off; he would look at the wheel, and his feet
would step off; he asked advice, but we who had learned
the trade had now become monopolists, and refused to
give any instruction; all of us except Jemmy Hill; he
took the fellow in hand, and showed him how to walk
the plank, which he obviously had no right whatever to
do.
That night, up at the shanty where we lived, my
tongue swaggered a good deal, to the admiration of
everybody except Jemmy Hill. I gushed eloquently
about the wrong done us in employing greenhorn
wheelers and " plug " shovelers, and we proposed to
form ourselves into a " brotherhood" to protect ourselves
against monopoly, and especially making it a capital
offense for one of the "brotherhood" to teach a fellowcreature how to wheel a 'barrow full of dirt up a plank.
The next day was Sunday, and Jemmy and I took a
walk to a favorite spot where we used to smoke our
pipes and gossip.
The glorious St. Lawrence rolled at
our

feet,

was

a

and the sun shone bright overhead.

young

fellow from the

five feet nine or ten, slim, all

light hair,

and a

fair,

smooth

Jemmy

North of Ireland, about

sinew and bone, blue eyes,
face, beautiful as a girl's.

He

had a soft, musical voice, and there was nothing
manly about him, except that he liked to smoke; but he

was brave as Phil. Sheridan; he was a holy terror in
a fight; I saw him scatter a dozen fellows once in a riot,
like Samson used to clear out those Philistines.
He is
president of a railroad now, and rides in his own special
car, in which there is always a welcome berth for me.

We

talked about

the necessity of

protecting our
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from "plug" workmen,

craft

or, rather, I did;

Jemmy

merely smoked his pipe and listened. At last he pulled
out of his pocket a watch-charm, and handed it to me
The crest on it was a couple of torches,
to examine.
one lighting the other, with this motto underneath:
"

light is none the less for lighting my neighbor."
explained that this was the motto of some secret

My

He

society that he belonged to in Belfast;

I

forget the

name

now, but no matter, that was the motto of it, " My
I
light is none the less for lighting my neighbor."
accepted the rebuke, and acknowledged that the motto
was a good one. That was many years ago, but the
longer I live the more I am convinced that it is sound
It is the very
in political science and social economy.
antithesis of the narrow principle, " Live and not let
of

it

live."
I

commend

practice of

it

workingmen the world over; the
make them better, happier and richer

to

it

will

than the other principle, which cannot become general
without reducing the world to barbarism. Had this

been the motto of the telegraph brotherhood it might
have saved them the humilation of "signing the docu-

might have spared them the necessity of the
in their failure it would have secured to
them the sympathy of all men whose good opinion
was worth having. How can we sympathize with men
in a struggle with monopoly who themselves seek to
become monopolists of the knowledge that earns bread,
ment,"

strike,

it

and even

yet

know

I

that

two great nations cannot destroy tens
men, and tens of millions of

of thousands of each other's

each other's property without

my

losing

something.

This world of ours is a small world, and no part of it is
so remote from me that people can suffer loss without
my sharing in that loss; and conversely, mankind can
not grow richer and leave me poorer, nor wiser and
leave me ignorant, nor better and leave me worse.

That

my

is

Upon

"

religion, and, in the

language of Ingersoll,

that rock I stand."

THE CROSS OF THE NEW CRUSADE.
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.

The
stitious

old crusades

were

outgrowth of superThere

a brutal

ignorance and religiously insane stupidity.

was nothing respectable about them save the persistency
with which the nature of things wrecked them. They
were the greatest waste of motive, blood and effort ever
made in history and the most effectual lesson going to
prove that

it is

when men mean

to be the establishers of

righteousness and the special patrons and protectors of

God

most nearly lose their reason and commit
their most hardened and atrocious crimes.
that they

Men, therefore, are not to be either trusted or respected
merely because they move in considerable masses toward
On the contrary sanity
the attainment of any result.

who

and soberness, as often as the crowd are seized by some
epidemic of unreason retire their possessors from influence, while a falling in with the craze of the hour, or

to

becoming the

in the very charter of their order pledge themselves
one another never to teach their trade, and who seek
to control the free action of their brother craftsmen?

Men who would

enslave others easily

become

of

modern

times, or perhaps of

any time, was refused ad-

mission into the "order" of engineers because he

was

a

who had never served an apprenticeship. The
men who did that would have deprived him of his genius

" plug,"

if

they could, although that genius has multiplied the

comforts of

Men

man

a hundred or a thousand fold.

upraising of one another; not in the poverty of any, but
the intelligence and

ignorance of a part, but

in

wisdom of the whole. The contrary
symmetry of the moral universe,

redeemable
endorser.
it

it

attacks

qualities of neither.

in a future state

from whence,

if

they are

somewhere. I cannot show
by the Franco-German war, and

The anti-poverty creed
common sense savagely.

is

economic

in that

It is religious in that

makes no promises which can come back to torment
who issue them until, like the Yankee clock-seller

those

Georgia, they have had time to provide a

theirs,

a dollar

and the good

economy has always consisted of sensations
produced by assaults upon common sense, and religion
has maintained its good name by making its promises
Political

of property could not be blotted out of existence with-

I lost

the attempted cross

is

political

qualities of both parents

whose laws are perfect and harmonious as the laws
which govern matter. Every man is interested in the
welfare and prosperity of every other man; none can
I cannot show you
suffer loss without all sharing in it.
great
Chicago
fire, and yet
I
lost
a
penny
by
the
where
or
three
hundred
million
dollars
worth
know
that
two
I
losing something

fame

black races, brings out into conspicuous relief the worst

in place

my

the craze, leads to

economy and religion, known as antipovertyism, which like the cross between the white and

in

you that

in

craze of the present hour

between

principle impairs the

out

man

not redeemed, no notice of protest ever gets back to the

are interested not in the downfall, but in the

in the riches of all; not in the

The

slaves,

and the telegraphers who left their keys free men and
proud returned to them in a month with their liberty
George Stephenson, the greatest engineer
signed away.

craziest

and even to fortune.

of the one that

promises a heaven to
religions in

its

disciples,

making heaven

its

consist of real estate in this
in the next.

Instead

devotees they shall in another world "in-

herit the earth,"

it

assures

them the

real estate

but must be recovered by ejectment of

possessors.

clock

Like religion it
but differs from most

world instead of harps and timbrels
of telling

new

"wont go."

its

is

now

present

Instead of taking out a writ of ejectment from

the courts, however, they are to apply to the legislature
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them out somewhat as woodchucks who can't be
hounded out of their holes are smoked out. Anti-povertyism is a long name for what the early saints called the wor-

cutting

ship of Mammon, or the

the knife enters to

to take

new golden calf on wheels.

It re-

economy, in two things. It
by creating a smudge of obscure smoke
which makes the eyes sore to peer through, and which
none but the very dull can see through at all. And it
teaches that we are saved by wealth and not by faith.
sembles

its

father, political

assault

resists

It

resembles

is

given by the grace of

possessed by

attained only
will then

that

all,

The

of any.

mother, religion,

its

holding that wealth

in

God and

that

would cease

it

to

highest utility of wealth

when none

have

ought
buy the

it

to

be so

services

thinks will be

it

will seek to possess

True,

it.

purchasing power, but
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metaphysical division of rents destroys rents.

away

man

in a

It is like

the portion derived from vege-

from the part derived from animal food.

table

When

make the dissection the soul goes out
and there is no man. Land can not be improved, and
rents can not exist, where the moment a value is created
land

in

might

it

is

confiscated.

be applied

as well

For
to all

in principle the theory
forms of personal prop-

We

might as well divide the total value of the
between the portion of value that inheres
in the wood of which it is made and the part that is derived from labor.
The wood before its severance from
erty.

table or chair

trunk was part of the land;

its

George,

was

it

by God.
only by an

hence, according to

Hence,

created

belongs to the

it

could fit so well this hybrid between religion
and the philosophy of pelf as that of " The Cross of the

act of robbery and spoliHence, it is
ation "exploited" into private ownership.
Only the
portion of value which is derived from labor may
justly belong to its possessor.
So we might divide the
house, the watch or the piano, between God as the

New

source of the

it

lost all

be every man's comfort to know,
federate notes,

it is

it

as in the case of

will

Con-

easy to get hold of a large supply.

No name

Crusade."

The

crusaders of the middle ages could see nothing

obscure or doubtful

was ever

to

the platform that

in

be made happy

if

the world

must be by rescuing the
which a Jewish prophet

it

State.

and man

raw

materials or constituent properties,

as the source of certain labor

Giving the former

rendered thereon.

to the State, all private title to per-

sonal property of every kind, as well as real,

would be

Thus may

possession of a rock in Judea in

resolved into spoliation and plunder.

had been buried, out of the possession of certain gentle-

theological subtletv be lugged into the real estate busi-

men
who

ness,

of the Unitarian persuasion and Saracen extraction

had

failed to discover that this

Jewish prophet was

To them

the creator of the universe.

the proposition

that taxing the Saracens out of existence

diffuse

every pious breast was too plain to need

sweet peace

in

argument.

What good

when

would

thing could

men

possibly lack

was again possessed by
George and McGlynn it is clearer
than day that to prevent any man from acquiring a
home, by precluding all private title to a home, will give
homes to all the homeless, and make all persons the permanent and happy possessors of that which each person
the sepulcher of Jesus

Christians?

is

So

to

precluded from permantly and happily possessing.

"Ah,
state

but," say these real estate Christs,

our gospel

in

our

own

language.

We

we do

We

of

casuistries

concerning God,

knows anything about

whom

neither of

or has any facilities

Meanwhile property

can learn anything about him.

comes blasphemy according

to

this

us

whereby we
be-

phrenzy, and

fine

man who saves is thrust behind bars as being the
man who steals. The complainant in the case is God,
and the fact that God enters the complaint is certified to
by the strong assurance afforded by human cheek, gall,
It may be in vain
brass, presumption and impudence.
the

to

hope

to dispel this idiocy, as all idiocy

breed ranters.

Still

is

without cure,

power

to

rant and

the unstricken will see that ground

payment

be

rent

means

which

It is

not a thing which can be either taxed out of exist-

will not

responsible for any definition of our principles

and the question whether land which I have paid
you or me can be determined by a series

for belongs to

but chiefly the idiocy that has the

"you must

a fine

a

owned by

for the

use of desirable space.

the .State, even in the most paralyzed

you that under the
by taxing all ground
rents until no man shall remain entitled to a ground
rent, there will be the greatest possible disposition on
the part of all owners of land to improve the land.
Only by improving the land can they get a rent at all.
Rent will accrue only on the improvements and not on

they meet,

the land."

ing but in consequence of their anticipated meeting,

new

not coin ourselves.

socialistic state to

The

be arrived

tell

at

improved lands is thus made to be
brought into court, like the baby before Solomon, to be
cut in two to determine how much of its life shall be
bled away in behalf of the improver and how much
of it shall be drank up by the sand to appease the demands of the State.
It is forgotten that any such
rental of

ence or

and savage conditions of society.
When George and McGlynn themselves hold a
meeting, they bring into existence the very element

which they say they meet to tax out of existence, viz.,
ground rent. In the very Academy of Music, wherein

every seat

at fifteen

in

the

minutes before their time of meet-

Academy becomes

the subject of a

ground rent. This gate fee is a money-value which
purchasers will pay for a certain space in consequence
of

its

The

contiguity to a part of the societary
societary

movement

in

presented by the combined

this case

is

presence of

movement.

the attraction
a

pretended

;
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economist peddling a

man who fails to acquire property that the reason he has not acquired
cause he has been robbed of it by the man who has.

priest

This would prove the George-McGlynn medicine
by observing its symptoms when applied to the doctors

new kind of heaven, and a popular
vouching for a new fiction in economic imposture.
Both are promising certain social sugar-plums which
they will never deliver. Notwithstanding the promise
It
is a swindle it confers a money value on the seats.
This
creates an active competition for their possession.
economic value is rent. Let the government now exact
that Henry George and Dr. McGlynn shall show how
much of this ground rent is due to the labor which con-

how much

structed the seats and

movement

that attracted the

showing how much of the rose

how much
make

this

to the

imposture.

McGlynn would
rents, gate

On

these

fees, contributions,

or

their

to the result,

Each

and

phrase, the effect

to
is

conditions

contributes in whole, not in part,

borrow the form of

seized of each as

its

a certain legal

entire cause

not of either as a separate and distinct part of

The

its

and

cause.

attempt to divide that portion of the values of

land which accrue from the labor of

its

extremely

it is

They

and there will be no meet-

Apply

his doctrine to

him-

and he would be instantly deprived of the power to

self

advocate

thrives on

ground
ready

it

be passed and enforced either as a statute

it

I

an admission fee

at the

Whereas,
all

4.

this party believes the

ground rents

Whereas,

ground rents of

in

whatever form

world will be made happy by
and

confis-

to the State,

the State concurs in this opinion so far as resp< cts the

meetings held explicitly to abolish ground rents, and
there can be no direction in which to begin to apply a new
5.
and benevolent principle which will be so just or appropriate as to apply it first
all

Whereas,

who

to those

It is

city councils will

own

chalice to his

do not doubt that

all

only com-

and

lips,

if

he

other receivers of
will stand

drink from the same cup.

Meanwhile, might it not be well for the new crusadwhether it was the sepulcher of buried
superstitions at Jerusalem that emancipated the laborer
from his lord, or whether it was not the iron and steel
furnaces at Damascus.

Was

it

the ignorant Christians

in Europe to carry the
sword into Judea that were truly noble in their work or
was it the Turks who responded to slaughter with the
gifts of tea, cotton, the loom, mathematics and science.
Doubtless under the iniquities of the crusades some
stray flower of utility or beauty may have bloomed.
But the crusades in bulk were a dead cataract of human
equally
hate
a prolonged Niagara of social insanity
fatal to the life that stood under and the life that came
left

their huts

and caves

—

—

Ignorance only can inspire the furious zealots

over.

who

suppose a revival of their

TH. RIBOT

spirit

can do good.

ON MEMORY.*

BY DR. PAUL CARL'S.
as generally understood,

Memory,

is

the outcome of

long evolution; as such it is first a biological fact, and
only secondarily a psychological fact. In other words,
a

consciousness

is

not an entity, but an incidental

phenom-

Certain nervous processes are accompanied by

enon.

are the first to desire

Enacted, That

its

1.

Memory, in the usual sense, comprises three things
The conservation of certain states we would prefer

—

forms, which perhaps is a more precise expression than the French word ctat
3. Their reproduction
The last point makes
3. Their localization in the past.
it

memory

rule, stable.

logical,

is

at this stage it is commonly called
The first two are indispensable and, as a
The third element, which is purely psycho-

perfect;

recollection.

door or of voluntary contributions; and
3.

and

—

Enacted, That

rents of seats therein, collected either in the form of

cating

meet them

whether for long or short terms,

rents,

to

to call

Whereas, a party favors the abolition of ground rents, and
Whereas, this party holds meetings, which are sustained by the ground

2.

to continue to

ers to inquire

therefore, to our legislatures and

or a city ordinance the following concise law:
1.

uncommon

consciousness.

city councils to

Be

physicians

it.

would suggest,

I

many

possessors from

which accrue from the societary movement
is like an attempt to divide the body of a child between
his two parents; the division destroys its subject.
Tax
George's meeting to the full value of the seats, whether
in gate fees or contributions,

that

follow so soon in the long procession of

that portion

ings of George's disciples.

known

their patients.

who

must both cooperate before any fact can exist there can be no division
between these conditions to ascertain the degree in which
each contributes to the result. To do so would be to
measure the immeasurable and to set prescribed bounds
to the absolute.

But

long.

If our legislatures

not hold the meet-

well

unfortunate in their sincerity as to follow this practice.

mend Henry George's

would be taxed out of existence, but purown theory. They would be hoisted by

own petard.
Where two concurrent

It is

it.

sun and

will,

suant to their

prescribe

be-

prove their medicines by first taking them themselves.
It is not uncommon to meet doctors who have been so

like

government of course take the

rent as a penalty for the

Their ground

ing.

due

is

would be

impossible metaphysical division in relation to

terms George and

what you

to the societary

It

In default of their being able to

to the soil.

this physical fact let the

whole

due

is

crowd.

who

it is

unstable;

it

appears and disappears;

sents the range of consciousness in the realm of

it

repre-

memory,

and nothing more.

application, therefore

the admission fees and contributions taken in all meet-

ings held bv any party having in view the advocacy of the abolition of ground
rents shall be collected by the police only, and shall be paid into the city and State
treasuries exclusively for the maintenance of such of the insane as shall be de-

prived of their usefulness to society through their mental incapacity to withstand the seductive flattery with which Henry George seeks to persuade every

*I present in the following sketches Th. Ribnt's views of the most important psychological problems, and begin with Memory, where the famous
French scientist follows the trail of his German contemporary, Professor Ewald
Hering. Ribot's method, which is employed in manv cases very successfully,
is to get at a right undemanding of evolution bv studying the inverse process,
viz., dissolution as it is exhibited in different morbid states.
As I am anxious to
present Ribot's views, and not my opinion on his views, I shall be careful to
retain, wherever possible, Ribot's own expressions.
P. C.
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Reflex actions,

with

all

ordinary

find

in

for extra-

every-day

life

whose

links, all differing

from one another, follow

example, the ascent and descent

in a constant order; for

he trembled as

him

we haye often used. Our psychomemory is ignorant of the number
organic, or unconscious, memory is

own

his

Among

charges.

fewer

tions; others,

of consciousne-s;

logical or conscious

to unconscious

steps; but the

them

familiar with

as well as the

number

arrangement of the landings, and other

of flights, the

details;

it is

not

The

conservation and reproduction of such nervous

actions are independent of consciousness.

Lecons Cliniques

his

"A

case:

Trousseau,

played the violin

seized with

absolute

momentary

ignorance of

we

learn

peculiar sphere.

We

to

that

it

He

neither

From
its
own

consciousness

has

have to reduce the part

it

The sudden absence

to be

in

he accompanied."

surroundings.

his

whom

proper proportions.

sciousness proves

loss of con-

plays

of con-

nothing short of an additional

element in the mechanism of memory.

The
room

for serious controversy.

by Bain, is that the renewed impression occupies exactly
the same parts as the original impression.
It is impossible to say in what the modification of the nervous subNeither the microscope, nor re-agents,

stance consists.

nor histology, nor histo-chemistry can reveal

it;

but facts

and reason indicate that a modification takes place,

movements

sensations or

when

are recorded in nervous tissue.

A rich

and well equipped memory is not a collection
of imprints but an arrangement (un ense?nble) of dynamical associations very

and very ready for

stable

Memory, accompanied by

consciousness,

is

a

more

complex form than automatic memory, for every physical

still

action presupposes a nervous action, but the reverse

by

others,

time, offer

brain

like a laboratory full of

is

thousands of occupations are going on

same moment.
through which
its

act

The

character and

is

mysterious

explained with the greatest ease.

One example may

many

serve for

noiselessly unconscious cerebration does

penter in his

Mental Physiology

similar cases:

"A

to

its

our nerves by recording perceptions and

in

may be

sensations

Wundt

styled with

relates

show how
Car-

among

other

mathematician was occupied with a

geometrical problem the solution of which he foiled to
obtain after a

number

of trials.

correct solution flashed

upon

his

Several years later the

mind

so suddenly that

a.

He

disposition.

says in his Grundziige der Philosopliischcu Psychologic

The

:

comparing and measuring distances
and relations in space, gains more and more in precision.
The consecutive image is an imprint; the accommodation of the eye, its faculty of measurement, is a functional
"

eye, each day

may be

It

that, in the case

of the unexer-

cised eye, the retina and the muscles are constituted the

same

as in the exercised organ, but there

a disposition

Each

much more marked

is

cities,

science or language.

come back

the form of a

to us in

series of associations.

Take

terms the

memory

According

dict of consciousness, this

shows

verdict

that this

an apple

is

A

is

What

does

this

to the ver-

Physiology

The memory

weakened form

necessarily a

one of these

a simple fact.

an illusion.

is

as

number

countries,

These recolmore or less

extended

of an apple.

second

first."

of us has in his consciousness a certain

facts of history, or

lections

in the

than in the

of recollections: images of men, animals,

of

of the percep-

perception suppose?

modification of the complex structure of the retina,

transmission by

the

nerve through the corpora

optic

geniculata and the tubercula quadrigemina, then through

activity of

many widely
It

all.

tion of color.

sult

work.

memory which

psycho-physiological residue of

object having a spherical form.

its

narrow gate
work makes

the

is

a very small part of all this

understood,

loses

movement, where
at once.
Uncon-

several directions at the

in

Consciousness

by no means

activity

life-

elements.

appearance.

produced

is

may

cerebration

scious

obscure ; if we consider it as a phenomenon having
its ozcn conditions of existence, all becomes clear.
This

unconscious

cells

even deducting

fibers,

contingent of active

a sufficient

the white substance to the cortex.

is

most numerous

far the

Six hundred million

by no means true. If we consider consciousness as
an essence, or a fundamental property of the mind, all

is

func-

vital

to the succession of states

thousand million

tion of an apple.

resuscitation.

number

in

cerebration.

five

disposition.

memory can give no
The law, as formulated

question as to the seat of

some respond

those in repose or which remain inactive during a

But he con-

kept time, although remaining

saw nor heard those
such cases

an orches-

in

sciousness during a musical performance.

tinued to play, and

in

41-2), reports the following

(II,

who

musician

was frequently

tra,

and four or

The

easily deceived.

traversed by continuous dis-

is

these nervous actions

unceasing harmonious activity of the

to the

of a staircase which

of

another person had communicated to

if

secret."

The nervous system

long

organic, complex, and carefully determined

chains of
acts,

Without seeking

we

illustrations,

grow automatic

repeated,

often

if

their associations.

We

is

This presupposes the

separated elements.

But

this

is

not a question of a simple sensa-

see, or

imagine, the apple as a solid

from the exquisite muscular

These conceptions
sensibility of

re-

our visual

its movements.
Now, the movements of the eye are regulated by several nerves, viz.,
the sympathetic, the oculo-motor and its branches.

apparatus and from

Each of these nerves has

its

own

termination, and

is

con-

nected by a devious course with the outer cerebral layer,

where the motor
formed.

We

intuitions,

according to Maudsley, are

simply indicate outlines and give an idea
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of the prodigious number of nervous filaments and
tinct

communities of

cells scattered

parts of the cerebro-spinal axis,
for the psychical state

known

and which the double

guage

which serve

as the

memory

is

and

illusion of consciousness

more complex

word the complexity

as a basis

of an apple,

still,

and

if

we

take a spoken

guage supposes the intervention of the larynx, the
pharynx, the

the nasal fossa, and, consequently, of

lips,

many nerves having
nerves.

If

memory

we

the

centers in different parts of

brain, viz., the spinal,

the facial, and the hypoglossal

impressions

auditory

include

of words, the complication

is

greater

the

in

This

still.

shows the importance of the associations which Mr.
Ribot calls the dynamic bases of memory, the modifications impressed upon the elements being static bases.

The

static

in the case of time,

that the present

bases produce those untraceable changes

of the nervous substance which are marked by the

a

point.

dif-

It

When we

the fourth

one nervous

cell is irri-

communication with

it

are

also called into action.

begin

to talk,

we

use

is

first

simple words;

The

knowledge of the

memory

psychical

letter

the duration

F."

Ribot

generally called recollection.

memory.

tion in time.

The

calls

it

explanation of localization in time

with the law, that imaginary acts are always
accompanied by the belief (at least for the moment) in
the existence of the corresponding reality.
This illusion, which exists in the highest degree in hallucination
and dreams, also exists, although in a less degree, in all

starts

states

of

consciousness,

which

in

are

purely

says

Ribot,

reality

mental perceptions.
I

shall

not

attempt

determine,

to

whether memory is a postulate of the idea of time, or
whether the idea of time is a postulate of memory cer;

tainly time implies

We

memory, and memory

determine position

position in space

in

by reference

to

time as
a fixed

implies time.

we

determine

point, which,

in the

physiology of sight,

the beginning of the

many

of

Our way

It is

fifth.

of localization

is

we know — that

position of

the

to

facilitated

present

or

its

by the use of

understand by a reference point an

I

to say,

is

and the sum of
any

third,

will give the

event, a state of consciousness,
its

whose

position in time

distance from the present

moment, and by which we can measure other distances.
These reference points are states of consciousness which,
or,

intensity,

are

able to

survive oblivion,

through their complexity, are of a nature to sustain

many

relations

tion.

They

upon

and

to

augment the chances

of resuscita-

not arbitrarily chosen; they obtrude

are

Their value is entirely relative. They are
week, a month; then, no longer

us.

for an hour, a day, a

they

used,

They

forgotten.

are

have, as a

rule,

a

some of them are common to a
These reference points
or a nation.

distinct individuality;

family, a society

along

the

terms disappear from

our

mile-stones or guide-posts placed

like

The

intermediate

recollection because they are useless.

The

This

localisa-

an evanascent

leaves

it

whatever with reference

route.

constitutes the most complex,

the highest and most unstable form of
is

attack of

of consciousness

state

between the fourth word and the

are

all

forms a con-

evident that the retrogressive transition exists as well

man

acute fever,

it

hence the end of the fourth

called after-sensation;

word impinges upon

through their

scholastic attainments lost, after an

which,

trace, similar to that
is

Each

only progressively effaced;

For a long time we do not
realize that these 'words are made up of simple elements;
many are always ignorant of the fact. Forbes Winslow
(On the Obscure Diseases of the Brain and Disorders
of the Mind. Fourth edition, p. 2^,7.) cites the case of a
soldier who was trepanned, losing in the operation some
poition of the brain.
He forgot the numbers five and
seven, and was not able to recollect them for a considerable time.
There is anothei more curious fact: "A
isolated phrases.

of

begin-

its

word something of

of the fifth

remains.

still

reference points.

When we

But

read or hear a sentence, for example,

commencement

at the

what is called in psychology
they form combinations which con-

later,

to believe, a flash,

touches upon something with which

ous cells in

others, being in

not, as the

is

it

has a beginning and an end.

It

tinuity.

the anatomical conditions of

many

be,

ning does not appear to us as an absolute beginning.

state

tated,

may

it

which has a given

nothing, an abstraction analogous to a mathematical

distance in time.

if

brief

must be observed

It

language of metaphor would lead us

They modify the forms of the nervsome way or other. The dynamic bases are

nect certain parts-of the brain;

the present.

is

a real existence,

However

duration.

ferent dispositions.

association of ideas;

is

Articulate lan-

equally great.

is

lan-

Visual per-

leads us to consider as a simple fact.

ception

dis-

through the different

COURT.

process of remembering

is

abbreviated by elimi-

If to reach a distant recollection

nation.

it

were neces-

sary to traverse the entire series of intervening terms,

memory would

be impossible because of the length of

time required for the operation.
a proof:
his

"The

memory.

who was

I

Abercrombie furnishes

late

Dr. Leyden was remarkable for

am

informed, through a gentk

men

intimately acquainted with him, that he could

repeat correctly a long act of parliament, or any similar
document, after having once read it. When he was, on
some occasion, congratulated by a friend for his remarkable

power

in

an advantage,
ience.

wished

this respect,
it

was

he replied

that,

instead of

often a source of great inconven-

This he explained by saying
to recollect a particular point in

he had read, he could do

it

that, when he
anything which

only by repeating to himself

THE OPEN COURT.
the whole from the commence! lent

he reached the

till

point which he wished to recall."

We

we

forgetfulness, and

acquire and lose;

life

Recollection

Toward

own

if

What would

life

not

I

its

localization

Linna-us

t

is

to

is

reading
"I low

was the author,
give

miss-

)ok great

when

books, and

out, forgetting that he

beautiful!

live

dissolution of raeraoiy.

is

the close of his

pleasure in perusing his

would cry

is

consists of dissolution as well as

not possible

is

To

processes.

vital

and forgetfulness

assimilation

ing.

memory

discover here a striking analogy

essential

have written

to

grew old, was subject to
similar forgetfulness.
One day some one recited in his
presence a poem which pleased him much; he asked
the author's name; it was a canto from his Pirate.
A much more instructive instance is recorded by Macaulay in his essay on Wvcherley, whose memory in his
declining years, he tells us, was " at once preternaturally
If anything was
strong and preternaturally weak."
read to him at night, he awoke the next morning with a
that!"

Walter

Scott, as he

mind overflowing with the thoughts and expressions
heard the night before, and he wrote them down with
the best faith in the world, not doubting that they were
his own.
That in this instance the mechanism of memory was dissevered, pathology proves plainly by analysis.
Interpreting the case according to principles already laid

down, we should say
the cerebral cells was
:

tions of the

The

modification impressed upon

consciousness connected with each

was suddenly

ondary

the state of

was evolved

;

these

were re-associated and constituted

a series of ideas and phrases.
tion

dynamical associa-

persistent; the

nervous elements were stable;

states of consciousness

arrested.

Then the mental operaThe series aroused no sec-

they remained isolated and were not con-

state;

nected with the present, so that they could not be located

They remained in the condition of illusions;
new because no concomitant state

in time.

Whether disobeyed know-

actions are determined.

ingly or ignorantly the penalty

learn from this that one condition of

between two

its
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And
tem

to sustain

its

vitality

;

my

have

will

I

there are the laws of heredity

certain kinds of food to the

Nature

the same.

is

inexorable and always declares,

of the adaptation of

wants of the physical

sys-

another that certain kinds of

;

To

vegetable and animal productions are poisonous.

we may

these

which obeyed
tion

;

is

pay.

add mental, moral and

development

will insure

spiritual
in

laws,

every direc-

neglected or violated, will produce the opposite

if

effect.

We

must necessarily believe that all these laws and
same basis and conduce to the
highest good.
But there is a rapidly increasing class
who maintain that all laws governing the health and the
disease of the body can be ignored entirely, and that
countless others, have the

these disorders of the physical system, caused by the
violation of laws relating to them,

do not

exist

that

;

one

if

only think they do not, he will be free from pain and
the consequences of breaking the edicts of his physical
nature.

Carry

if

will not be burned,

if

if

Imagination,

therefrom.

Every

its
extent, and
you put your hand
you eat poison you

belief to

this

true, that

course,

scientific

it

is

it

follows of

into the file

it

will not suffer

true, has a great effect.

person will admit

but not that

this;

it

work miracles, will not set a broken bone or create
a new heart or lungs.
By its power in accordance with
its own laws it will assist nature in the work of eradi-

will

cating disease, particularly that of the nervous system.

There

is

magnetic power

a

in

the presence of a strong

which

will divert the mind of
from dwelling constantly on his condition.
doctors and nurses understanding this law, always

will or cheerful physician

a sick person

Many

have a mirthful story to tell their patients, and frequently keep a stock on hand for this purpose.
I have
often heard women say of such professors of the art of

The

they seemed to be

healing, "

impressed upon them the imprint of the past.

makes me feel better immediately."
These men or women do not say to an invalid,
" Nothing ails you, you are not sick, you only think you

Cells have the

endowed,

least

at

power

reproduction

this

of

memory

vital

process

is,

is

of self-nourishment and are

during a portion of

faculty of reproduction.

life,

with the

Physiologists are agreed that

only one form of nutrition; the basis

therefore, nutrition;

par

and smiling

that

is

to say, the

are."

The

salutary effect of their presence

known

dance with a well

There

law.

fluence emanating from the aura

healthy person

excellence.

sight of him, with his firm, strong step,

face,

— a magnetic

of

is

in

accor-

is

a restoring in-

a

good, strong,

current which one

weaker

physically and mentally receives.

ALL LAWS
BY MRS.

Are

IN
R. F.

HARMONY.

But suppose

BAXTER.

a person attacked

filth disease, like

there any laws governing this universe or

its in-

in

medical aid and

it

the matter with you,

habitants that conflict with each other?

There are those which keep the stars and the comets
and produce the inflowing and outflowing
the tides; others that cause the water from ocean,

with some zymotic or

typhoid fever, or diptheria, should

what would be the

call

should be said to him, "Nothing

you only imagine you

result?

The

intelligent

physician,

in their orbits,

while relying often upon other aids beside medicine

of

many

lake and river to rise, and

fall

again in rain and vapor.

Each organism and each function has

its

laws by which

cases, in

is

are sick,"

in

such an instance while administering

remedies which his experience has found efficacious, and
insisting

on proper

diet,

pure

air

and entire separation

THE OR EN COURT.
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from

others, immediately

proceeds to investigate the

may

be honestly and sincerely made, to produce the de-

Too

premises and to search for the origin of the malady,

sired result.

which

immovable rock
knowledge of the laws of harmony to whose music
every movement in the universe keeps time, but on the
sifting sands of visionary sentimentalism or vague spec-

plumbing or
the production of this form

often found in defective drainage,

is

other conditions favorable to

of disease.

That there are sometimes cures apparently affected
by " Christian Scientists," as they term themselves, I do
not deny.

We

If there are real cures

ures.

many

hear of them, but not of the

All the

humanity are not yet discovered. When
that time comes we may be assured that there will be
no conflict between any laws created by unerring wisdom. In the future when the progress of the knowledge of sanitary measures and other right conditions of
living shall have

when

become

the earth, as

all

majority of people

contagious diseases from

a reality of

to

have our

feet firmly

planted on the truths of science already discovered, and

wait patiently for those yet to be
step forward

made known,

one upward, and

is

future assured that

all

we may

for every

look to the

laws are divine and that, as ex-

Walt Whitman:
much as the direct. The spirit rebody as much as it gives to the body, if

pressed by that true poet of nature,

"

The

indirect

is

ceives from the

"There

universe, but

its

but one form, one spirit in the

is

different manifestations or channels of

when immense

fortunes are acquired by

the manufacture of patent medicines that pretend to

cure every

which "flesh

ill

is

heir to;"

when quackery

with unblushing effrontery advertises its nostrums

when medical

daily paper;

in

every

colleges, so-styled, are send-

ing out their hundreds of graduates armed with their
diplomas, to deceive the ignorant and credulous and to

encourage impurity and

incumbent on all interested in the elevation of humanity to investigate
every theory and method which claims to cure disease
by simply ignoring its existence, and the conditions
which have caused and serve to perpetuate it.

The

vice,

nature, visible or invisible,

all

from the

the

down

to

reforms

for

To investigate the

operations

is

Until this truth

is

recognized and

the renovation of the world based

entirely fruitless

This

;

will

sts

which they are

none the

per

se, in-

affected

describe

etc.,

to

comprehend
mind and

less true that

The hardness and softness( rewhich we ascribed to matter are

Every perception, every

organism and an external

is

sensation, implies a

reality acting

"common

Without the

the felt."

it.

de-

act of the feeling

and

living organism

color, fragrance, hardness,

upon

when he

evidently what Aristotle meant

scribed sensation as the

what

are sound,

and darkness,

softness, light,

or any of the so-called secondary, not to speak here of

Can

the so-called primary qualities of matter.

sound without an ear

to collect

terialistic

where

(to

aerial

use a ma-

terminology) they can be transformed by some
into sensation

there can be no luminous effect.
vibrations of

the

and an

air

sound, undulations of

have

there be

and transmit the

vibrations to the acoustic nerve,

Without an eye
There must be both

?

acoustic

nerve to have

ether and retinal sensibility to

emanations of particles and an olfactory

light,

nerve to have fragrance, and external objects and ner-

vous

sensibility to

have hardness or softness. Vibraemanation of par-

tions of the air, undulations of ether,
ticles

and external objects

may

all exist in

the absence of

an organism; but what are sound and luminousness,
grance and hardness, but sensations?
nal factors

mentioned what do

upon

all
it,

be the attempts, although they

And

fra-

of the exter-

we know, except in conBy psychological

nection with the subjective factors?

analysis our conceptions of matter are reducible to sen-

"It

is

common

act of the feeling

soon as

felt,"

is

I

press

it."

Says the Indianapolis Iron Clad
Science

which

and the

what Fenelon meant when he said of matter,
aye ne sais quoi which melts within my hand as

this

in-

law and place ourselves in harmonious
the one and only way to insure the
highest health and success of which humanity is capable.
Upon it depends the destiny of nations as well as
of individuals.

It is

for example,

),

sensitive

and

of this universal
it,

so-

matter form a synthesis.
sistance

sation, " the

organisms too minute to be seen by the

most powerful microscope.
relations with

in

and they are utterly unable

what you mean.

stars

too far distant to be detected by any telescope yet
vented,

he

it is

chain of cause and effect runs through

phenomena of

ex

Tell them that weight, resistance, extension,

mysterious process

operating are countless."
In this age

ways

it

as

not more."

I

the ejects on us of an external reality rather than the

sensations.

meantime we ought

name

they

by
whose ultimate nature they know nothing.

stead of the different

scientists.

In the

when

describing an externa! substance as

arrive

confidently pit dieted bj our most eminent

is

The

called properties of matter never doubt that they are

reality itself,

may

universal, a time

such observance of these laws will have entirely

obliterated epidemics, and

ulation.

fail-

capabilities of

be discovered that their

will

it

of

they must be in accordance

with laws these professors do not understand.

late

fancied panaceas are founded, not on the

facts

is

a fabric evolved

may

from

a

Age:

series of ascertained facts,

be logically used as mirrors to reflect the images of

whose reality is beyond the ken of our senses. But
theology can have no scientific basis, for its retrospect is a rayless
wilderness where all is hushed save the faint echoes of dreams and
fables and its perspective an imaginary region where faith is the
only occupant, and where logical fact labors in vain for a foothold.
inferential facts
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more metaphysical and theological theories of the menhealers, some of which are wild and crude and belong
to primitive rather than to modern thought, and none
of which admit of scientific verification.
In connection
tal

with each of them, are put forth claims as to extraordinary cures which have been or may be affected by the

method of that

\

particular " school" or system.

So

contra-

dictory, and so superficial and undigested are the specula-

advanced by the teachers of mental healing, that they
rise to the presumption that between them

tions

once give

at

The leading object of The Open Court is to continue
the work of The Index, that is, to establish religion on the
basis of Science and in connection therewith it will present the
Monistic philosophy. The founder ct this journal believes this
will furnish to others what it has to him, a religion which
embraces all that is true and good in the religion that was taught
in childhood to them and him.
Editorially, Monism and Agnosticism, so variously denned,
will be treated not as antagonistic systems, but as positive and
negative aspects of the one and only rational scientific philosophy,
which, the editors hold, includes elements of truth common to
all religions,
iout implying either the \ alidity of theological
assumption
any limitations of possible knowledge, except such
as the com .o
oi human thought impose.
The Open Court, while advocating morals and rational
religious thought on the firm basis of Science, will aim to substitute for unquestioning credulity intelligent inquiry, for biind faith
rational religious views, for unreasoning bigotry a liberal spirit,
tor sectarianism a broad and generous humanitarianism.
With
this end in view, this journal will submit all opinion to the crucial
test of reason, encouraging the independent discussion by able
thinkers of the great moral, religious, social and philosophical
problems which are engaging the attention of thoughtful minds
and upon the solution of which depend largely the highest interests of mankind
While Contributors are expected to express freely their own
views, the Editors are responsible only for editorial matter.
Terms of subscription three dollars per year in advance,
postpaid to any part of the United States, and three dollars and
fifty cents to foreign countries comprised in the postal union.
All communications intended for and all business letters
relating to The Open Court should be addressed to B. F.
Underwood, P. O. Drawer F, Chicago, Illinois, to whom should
be made payable checks, postal orders and express orders.
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and the essential principle observed
practical results, there

is

producing the

in

only an assumed and imaginary

connection.

But what are the

results.

the practitioners of

If

these different schools of mental

healing are to be be-

few if any diseases which they are not
methods able to overcome; and they can all cite

lieved, there are

by

their

the testimony of persons

who have

been treated by them

-

THURSDAY, JUNE

23,

1SS7.

THE MENTAL HEALING CRAZE.
Boston papers

state that the

which has prevailed
years under the

"mental healing" craze
two or three

in that city the past

name

of

"mind

cure," "faith cure,"

"Christian science," "metaphysical healing,"
its

course there.

later,

the craze

The

is

seems

to

about

at its

height

is

has run

have reached Chicago

we have

seen and heard,

in this city.

fact of the influence of the

conditions

new

It

and judging from what

etc.,

mind over bodily

methods of treating desease have considerable latitude in which to indulge in general statements
on this subject. Every intelligent person knows that
there is an intimate relationship between mental and
physical conditions, that a mental shock may produce
physical paralysis and that contusion of the brain may
cause unconsciousness or insanity.

This undeniable fact of the influence of mental conof the

organism over those conditions

distin-

guished as physical, serves as the basis of the dozen or

all

But anybodv

the claims they make.

who has

ever taken the pains to investigate these claims as
the writer has, knows that when the exact truth is

learned, the wonderful cures are at once divested of

all

made them appear miraculous.
One of these practitioners in Boston, one whose

that

rooms were thronged with patients, represented that he
had by his method been able to effect cures in several
cases of cancer, cataract, etc.
A committee was appointed by the society before which his statements were
made, to investigate a few of his cases. The committee took from this "healer" the names and addresses
of half a dozen persons whom he claimed to have
treated successfully for these diseases, and by careful examination of the facts, found that among them all there
was not one case of cancer, and that his representations
generally were false.
Some women and even men had
been wholly or partly relieved of nervous affections;
and this fact, in no way remarkable, was sufficient to
satisfy hundreds of people of the truth of his pretensions

and of the truth,

too, of the

ridiculous

notions

which he presented as science, in explanation of his
method of practice, and in all seriousness, as a final solution of those problems with which other thinkers, because
lacking "the understanding of God," had grappled in
vain.

Yet

unquestionable, and the adherents of these

(or old)

ditions

support of

in

after

making allowance

for exaggeration and

misrepresentation, willful or unintentional, there remains
a

residuum of truth

all

the

the methods

mind

in

sufficient to indicate that,

which give prominence

underlying

to the

power of

the alleviation and cure of disease,

important principle,

a better

is

an

understanding of which

may yet lead to most beneficent results.
The various systems cf mental healing have
'

a

mod-

icum of truth for a basis, and in spite of the credulity,
superstition and charlatanry which have marked the
craze, it may do something to make the people see what
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all

physicians

name

know,

that

much which

passes under the

of disease can be removed by giving an impres-

sion or an impulse to the mind, and that

disease

all

is

a

disordered condition of the organism, and not a thing to

be expelled from the body by a drug as vermin are
driven from a house by a ferret.

Whether
sits

with

from

a

a regular physician, the

idea, has

tomb

a patient kneels at the

of a saint or

"Christian scientist" or takes "bread pills"

more or

the mental condition

produced.

mind is impressed with an
means employed, and

less faith in the

There

is

is

an important factor

in

the results

no doubt that to poisonous drugs

has been attributed a curative value which they do not
possess,

upon

and that there

need

is

of bringing to bear

imaginary, mental

a certain class of diseases, real or

influences and relying less in

such cases on the efficacy

of pills and powders.

grow blind. Like the man in Bunyan's'
Pilgrinfs Progress, who once finding a jewel in a
dung-heap, kept busy ever after looking for others
ple are apt to

which he never found, and for years never raised his
eyes from his eager search until it became impossible
for him to do so, so we in our intentness on pursuits
outside of the mere loveliness of nature grow deaf to all
the seductive voices with which she woos us, and
blind to the beauty with which she is so richly adorned.

We

have not time to listen to the rhythmic music of
wind-swept trees, or to note the fairy shadowdance of the sun-touched foliage. We see no longer
the enchanted forest with its ogres, or the beautiful air
the

castles

clouds

VACATION TIME.
Summer

vacations for the

worker, the professional

man

man

afford

decade.

it,

— and woman — and even for
who

can possibly

have become fashionable only within the last
Previously only people of wealth and leisure

and invalids whose leisure was enforced, thought it incumbent upon them to change location and scene during

But the advance in hygieshown, or has seemed to show, that the
recuperation of energy by a few weeks of entire rest
from the pursuits which engross the greater part of one's
time, is really a paying investment to those even whose
necessities seem to demand the whole time for their business. So it has become the fashion for workers everywhere, as well as for those who have no other business

and

nic study has

in

we

We

grow

could reckon

rately in our social statics as to

who

more

by

accu-

are most in need of

these relaxations, and encourage such to take vacations
in the interest of society's

general well-being.

As men and women grow elderly, habit
make the life grooves in which they run, hard

is

apt to

to get out
of even temporarily, and especially if their time has a
business or money value; and they grow indisposed to

make even

necessary temporary changes, but

it

would

be better for themselves and others could they be persuaded to do so.

During the
the

first

few days

neglected business

may haunt

their

waking hours,

it

to

is

thrills
if

anathemize their noisiness.

hard, rigid or torpid in our devotion to our
it is

from

atrophied state that vaca-

this

Then

to those

who

take

these vacation

use and recuperation, and do not

make

of

times for

them

a weari-

ness of the flesh as do those

"Fashion pining sons and daughters
That seek the crowd they seem to fly,"

weeks devoted

the days or

to

renewal of acquaintance

with nature and consequent renewal of youth will be

most profitable of the year whether they seek the

needed change
lake

in

forest

solitudes,

by the rock-bound breezy

on the

mountain

coast, near

placid

or trouting stream, in " the tent on the beach,"

"the deep blue sea" itself, or in safer
boating on inshore bays where " voices keep tune" to

yachting on

the rhythmic dip and paddle of the oars.

The

poets and writers

who

best describe and picture

good company to take along. One
can read with more appreciation Browning's La Saisiaz
these outings will be

when he

has himself

"Dared and done! the climbing both of us were bound

to do.

and vet prodigious: Every side my glance was bent
O'er the grandeur and the beauty lavished through the whole
Petty

feat,

ascent

Ledge by ledge broke out new marvels, now minute and now immense:
Earth's most exquisite disclosure, heaven's own God in evidence!"

of such enforced vacation

but presently they will begin almost insensibly to take
in the soothing loveliness of nature, to which busy peo-

of the birds no longer

tion time should rescue us.

would be interesting if true statistics of the real
saving made by these rests could be got at, as well as
those of the loss entailed by physicians' bills and increase

Then we

at all,

chosen work, and

heights,

the stay-at-homes.

interfere with or further our plans,

The song

hear them

the

of domestic unhappiness through over taxed nerves

may

the cities the signal service flag serves our pur-

our hearts with sympathetic hope or gladness, and

than to lead or follow the fashicns, to take a vacation
some time during the summer. In these days of statisit

in child-

to us

but hastily to see whether they are charged

poses as well.

the debilitating hot months.

tics

is

it

with rain which

of business, the brain-

those mechanics and other workers

which the cloud-shapes pictured

hood; with whatsoever deep message the sea may be
charged, its "wild waves are saying" not' ing to us in
our sordid absorption. If we sometimes glance at the

Auerbach's

new

pleasure.

Campbell,

On
By

the Heights, too, can be read with
the sea-side one can

exclaim with

—

—

THE OPEN
"Hail to thv face and odors glorious sea!
'Twere thanklessness in me to bless thee not
Great beauteous Being! in whose breath and smile
Mv heart beats calmer and my very mind

Wildwood
Chamber from chamber

in the

noonday

upon which a noncommunity must depend for rank and influence,
competition, under a different form of course, is just as
necessary to success as it is in a community which relies
upon its preparation and genius for war. And compemilitary

Sidney Lanier in his Hymns of the Marshes pays
sweet tribute to the " green colonnades, of the dim sweet
woods, of the dear dark woods," which he calls
dusk
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the peaceable arts and industries,

Inhales salubrious thoughts."

" Beautiful glooms, soft

COURT.

tition

in the industrial

the struggle of

world, as in the lower forms of

means the success of some and the

life

failure of others, prosperity here, hardship
fire

there, injury to

privacies, closets of lone desire,

parted with wavering arras of leaves,

Cells for the passionate pleasure of prayer to the soul that grieves."

one

class or

and suffering

community by reason

of cir-

cumstances which prove advantageous to others. Thus
Mr. John Fretwell writes to Unity, "that since the heavi-

In the hot summer days now upon us who does not
with Alexander Smith, "pant for woodlands dim," and

est

long

prairies with the plains of Hungary, formerly the granary

"To

lose the sense of whirling streets

'mong breezy

crests of

blow inflicted upon Hungarian prosperity in the last
few years has come from the competition of your western
of western Europe,
tention of

hills,

Skies of larks and hazy landscapes with fine threads of silver

"

The

To feel, from burdening cares and
The strong uplifting of the hills."

venture to ask you to draw the

fertility

at-

also to this terrible mis-

fortune that has befallen our poor brethren

rills;"

or wish with Whittier,

I

American Unitarians

in

Hungary."

of our western prairies, and the enter

prise of our western farmers and of our grain mt rchants
have contributed to the prosperity of this country but

ills

;

seems that they have brought "terrible misfortunes"
upon Hungarians a fact not pleasant to contemplate.

it

and

at last
"

I'll

"

be as idle as the

Perhaps the Hungarian farmers who are suffering from
inability to compete successfully with our western farmwill be forced into raising other products or be
compelled to turn their attention to other industries, in

ers,

air.

Beneath the open sky abroad
Among the plants and breathing things
The sinless, peaceful works of God,
I'll share the calm the season brings."

But there are

whom

—

decide with Bryant to

Away! I will not be to-day,
The only slave of toil and care.
Away from desk and dust! Away!

toiling

time

vacation

is

which they may

over-worked thousands yet

to

only a meaningless phrase or

whom it means
Every year thoughtful philanthropy

exasperating suggestion, and others to

only added labor.

widening the area of its blessed privileges, and may
not the release from their regular routine of thought
which it brings to earnest men and women, give them
the needed time in which to plan for others more needful
even than themselves of rest the poor, the sick and the
miserable some methods of securing it for such!
is

—

—

s.

A. u.

With advancing

changes

civilization competition

acted,

its

methods, but never disappears.

and that

it

has been and

is

now

as essential to

progress as are association and co-operation.
tion

between nations even now

is,

to

a

Competi-

arm

and equip large armies for the destruction of life and
property. As the sympathies of men broaden and the

must

of nations

cease,

when

trying

changes and the adjustments without which progress is
impossi le.
The most that philanthropy can do is to
secure as far as possible equality of opportunity for all,
and to afford to the incapable and the weak such encour-

agement and direction and help

become more inter-dependent, war
energies which war now

the vast

absorbs, will be given to the pursuits of peace.

In

as will

make them

fit

to survive.

Professor Egbert C. Smyth, of the

Andover Theo-

purpose of the

institution, has been pronounced guilty
by the Board of Visitors. But the Board of Trustees
are in sympathy with Prof. Smyth, and he cannot be deposed except by a decision of the Supreme Court of the
State, to which appeal will probably be, if it has not
already been made.

considerable

extent, competition in military strength, in ability to

interests

new energies, of forming new plans, and
new experiments that spurs men onward, forces
them out of old ruts, and urges them to make the

putting forth

Seminary, charged with denial of the plenary
inspiration of the Bible and with teaching the doctrine
of "probation after death," contrary to the creed and

Reformers
who would eliminate it from the active life of man, disregard the fact that under its influence man has always
its

time become so prosperous as to be

logical

COMPETITION A CONDITION OF PROGRESS.
forms,

in

the cause of a misfortune elsewhere as great as that
which has befallen them. It is this very necessity of

all

*

#

*

In an article entitled " the

American State and the

American Man " in the current issue of the Contemporary Review, Dr. Albert Shaw dwells upon State interference in personal affairs which he declares prevails
to a far greater

Americans

extent than the majority of intelligent

imagine.

He

admits

that

laissez-faire

THE OPEN COU RT,
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doctrines are taught in the schools and colleges, but

Kingdom

places over against that the statement that the American
does not act in accordance with them, that in fact he

sacrament according

keeps "
rate as

economics and

his

some men do

and he

practical politics as sepa-

his

their

religion and their business,

He

just as naively unconscious of it."

is

offers

the legislation of the Minnesota legislature during the
sixty-day session of 1SS5 as evidence in support of his

statement, and

numerous

cites

laws

profess laissez-faire principles, no connection existing

between

He

philosophy

their political

and

their

State interference as

advocates unlimited

for this anomaly, and says

" Let

:

it

votes.
a

cure

be understood that

within the legitimate province of the State to do
anything and everything," and he believes that the result

it is

would be

scientific,

and consequently better
*

*

legislation.

*

of Longfellow, by
his brother Rev. Samuel Longfellow, extracts are given
from his journal which afford the uninitiated an idea of

some

of

published Life

lately

the

In

the amusing as well as annoying penalties of

fame, of which the following

Two women

cited as a

is

black called to-day.

One

sample:

of

handwriting."

Am

receiving from ten to twenty letters daily, with

all

kinds

of questions and requests.

Some

Letters, letters, letters.
I

I

answer, but

many and most

cannot.

Think
busy

man

of the sublime impertinence of requesting a
to write his signature

stranger's pleasure.

charged

not have

One

one hundred times for a

naturally wonders

his

to

memorate and proclaim."
These facts suggested to
Mr. Hale, " the space over which society has passed and
how it pitches its moving tents each night, each day,
each year, each century, nearer to the Mecca of a happy
union of

if

account any that

she would

might be

The Transylvanian Saxons have many
from Blackwoods l\Lagazine

Monthly

The Seybert
in a

Spiritual Commission of Philadelphia,
volume of 150 pages, about to be issued by the

Lippincott

Company, made

a

report

of

their

for June.

three

mediumship. Slade, Mrs. MarBest, Mrs. Maud Lord, Mansfield and several other mediums were tested, all of whom
the report says used fraud, while none of them performed any extraordinary feats. The commission says
that " without imputing untrustworthiness to the testimony of others, we can only vouch for facts we have

We

in

the

Popular Science

note one of these customs in

the following, of which the Saxon mother finds conso-

whatever natural deformity her children may
with: Whenever a child grows up clumsy,
with a crooked nose, a large head, or with any disability
of mind or body it is claimed that an evil spirit has stolen

lation for

be

afflicted

the original child from the cradle and substituted an
elf;

once

satisfied

of

this,

very cruel remedies are some-

times used in order to force the evil spirit to restore the
child, for instance the unfortunate creature suspected

a

elf

is

of

placed astride of a hedge and beaten with

thorn branch until

posed that the

quite bloody,

is

it

evil

when

it

is

sup-

spirit

has brought back the child

*

*

again.

The

*

Victorian era has been one of great progress in

science, in the arts of industrialism

and

in

political, so-

In these movements the
and religions reform.
queen has had but little active participation, but her
character as a wife and a mother, her good influence on
cial

the side of marriage and home, and her puie tastes and

sympathies which have

raised

her

life

far

above the

standard of her ancestors, have secured her the respect
of millions

who know

that as a sovereign she

is

but

lit-

more than a political figure-head. The jubilee observances in England as well as in this and other coun-

tle

who
have

peculiar cus-

toms, some of which are revealed in an article reprinted

are in the nature of a personal tribute to a

tries,

spoiled in writing!

religions."

all

being an

them said she
was a descendant of the English philosopher, John Locke, and
that she was going to establish a society for the suppression of
A lady in Ohio sends me one hundred
crueltv to letter-carriers.
blank cards, with the request that I will write my name on each,
as she wishes to distribute them among her guests at a party she
is to give on my birthday.
A gentleman writes me for "your autograph in your own
in

to the usages of the English
Church, and that when James Martineau was born it
was a "crime to express the sentiments which we com-

He emphaby men who

were passed

these laws

sizes the fact that

may be

that

classed as instances of State interference.

of Great Britain without participating in the

woman

honored for her simple virtues, and for the good
influence which she, in her high position, thereby exerts
on

is

all

than for any remarkable gifts she

classes, rather

possesses, or great achievements on her part.

years' investigation of

garetta

Fox Kane, Mrs.

ourselves observed."
*

Hon. Geo.

#

*

Hale in a recent address to a Unitarian
Association mentioned that when Victoria was born no
person could hold any office of trust or honor in the
S.

Says the Chicago Times in vein of irony:
There should be a specific tax on each and every minister
imported from a foreign country, and another one on their apIf the people living on Back Bay, Broadway, or
praised value.
Prairie avenue want to indulge in the luxury of an imported minThe money
ister, they should be made to pay roundly for it.
raised in this way could be used in helping to support poor
churches in the country that are not above hearing the gospel
preached by ministers produced on our soil. Of course we cannot
compete

in

the production of ministers with a country possess-

England has. Manufacturing minan infant industry that deserves to be
protected and fostered by the general government.

ing as
isters

many advantages

in

this

country

is

as

—— ———
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We

find the following in the

Two

small children, one of

years old, were taken to see the stuffed animals that Barnum
has given to Tufts College Stuffed College these children now

—

call

it,

quite naturally

—and

saw the elephants and

giraffes

and

other beautiful animals, and had an idea given them of the difference between these figures and the real creatures. On the Sun-

were favored with a little lecture
on the future life and the spiritual body, and a very intelligent
attempt was made to convey to them an understanding of the
day after

"I

Boston Transcript:
them four and the other three

I

know how

it

is,"

said the elder of the two, eagerly

and take our skins

" they iust take us after we're dead,

stuff'em with sawdust
is

things,

'n'

'n'

then we're

spirits!

a conception of the future existence

to the

off,

;

I

which

is

recom-

Psychical Society as possibly containing the

germ

/grieve but

Your

it.

*

*

*

length of Dr. Montgomery's essay, Part III,

compels us

to divide

it;

but there will be no delay in

publishing Professor Cope's reply, which

The Open Court,

the next issue of

Montgomery's paper

*

to

him

my

begin

in

most eminent educators and one of its most
He was f >r nearly half a
useful and honored men.
its

century president of William's College.

F.

No
No

truth, scorning to

and

praise too great for thee can

nobler

We

life

hath been since

yield the highest

honor

For thy great duty done.
Is

lie

to

live;

man

ere give,

life

began.

thy

name

What

glory

now

Ne'er upon thy brow
wreath to crown thy fame.

'round about thee.

There lay a

Nay, thou

Thy
Thy
Thy
And
Are

laurel

Once,

on foundations

my

in

ignorance,

I

frail,

at best.

glibly prated

Of devils, pains, and penalties; of God and bliss,
Reward and punishment. But now I know but this:
/ do not know to what humanity is fated
Save

that

Of

Of

Life's

the

— the sure estate
— the sphinx-like unrevealer

which men name death

Which comes

to all alike

enigma,

— the dumb tantalizing sealer

unanswered questions put by man

to Fate.

—

we know not though much we long to know
What Death may be: beginning, mean, or end,
Or whether it comes as teacher, foe, or friend
Our eager questioning wins not "Aye" or "No."
But

To

all

The
The

alike

it

comes; the great, the wise, the good,

sinful, sad, the strong, the
saint, the hypocrite, the

summons

— no

weak, the gay,

prophet, each one day

matter

in

what mood.

—

Yet death I fear not souls as weak and blind
As mine its dark ordeal have passed serene,
Why should I falter at some change of scene,
I

but share with

all

my human

kind?

But should immortal life, my friend, be ours,
I shall be glad as you
and try to scale
With you its further heights, if strivings then
With joy accepting all my new-born powers.

fears,

human

needs,

through all thy stormy years,
thy triumphant death; these noblest deeds
faithfulness

everlasting voices in our ears.

avail

Mayhap then, by some alchemy here unknown,
Our baser natures may toward their likings stray

And

hateful qualities drop

While what

is

from us quite away,
its own.

best within us seeks

And if — as may be— for I do not, cannot, know,
To unsuffking life, death brings sure end

had'st never need of this, there pleads

high unselfishness, thy hate of
teaching of the higher

built

—

BARNARD.

Great sage, philosopher, high-minded man,

Lover of

believing fear,

:

thought creed was truth.

I

crude imaginings, man's hope and fear

Which

SOCRATES.
BY W.

when

Their seeming strength

Receives the
the country has lost

terror-stricken

soul

Some truth since then I've learned, and by its test
Have found the creeds to totter, crumble, fail,

which Dr.

*

Mark Hopkins

In the death of

is

in

your grieving! Once in youth
was mine; and when Death came too near

faced

will be concluded.

#

one of

divine.

life

for

faith

Possessed

On

Rukmabia, the Hindu lady from whose pen there
have proceeded a series of striking letters signed
" By a Hindu Lady," in which the evils of the Hindu
marriage system have been most clearly shown, has
recently been condemned by the Bombay High Court
to take up her residence with a husband to whom she
was betrothed at the age of eleven. Her long continued resistance has raised the question whether
British law shall not be brought to bear upon the
Hindu marriage custom with the purpose of reform-

The

some new

go, or stay, cease being, or enter

and

"

of a great discovery.

ing

UNDERWOOD.

You sorrow, friend, that your faith is not mine;
You vainly grieve because when Death shall call
I own I know not where I go, or if at all

I

mended

A.

this visit the children

Yes,

This

73

DO NOT KNOW."

BY SARA

idea.
"

2

I

need not

Whose
I

murmur — nor need

creed, believed,

means

you,

my

far less joy

friend,

than woe.

—

do not know " most surely do not,
Yet have I caught faint gleams of what seemed

say "

I

In hours, in ways, too sacred here to

Like gleaming from a distant

star

cite,

we view

not.

light
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THEOLOGY OF EVOLUTION.

COPE'S

Part

Our understanding
that organization with

it

III.

revolts against the supposition

marvellous adaptations can

all its

be due to a mere fortunate confluence of chance occurrences.

It

is,

The

perplexity regarding the evolutionary drift of

the physical nexus

BY DR. EDMl'ND MONTGOMERY.

indeed, quite inconceivable that the fortui-

tous arising of variations wholly irrelated to the pro-

is

nothing new.

conception

complexity

derive

to

medium may

conditions of the

there

tively creative

Where

fit

Evidently

us.

here some definitely formative, nay, some posi-

is

can

it

power at work in the living substance.
come from? Of what nature can it be?

These are the decisive questions.
Now, if you are a mechanical

through space, fancied that larger a'oms had overthereby diverted from their
course
came to form more and more intricately en-

biologist, believing

physical science in the doctrine of the Conservation of

Energy, you have here no particular problem at all beFor, from this point of view, the first cast of
the dice, the first launching of the world-forming atoms,
had already decided, unchangeably with absolute fatalfore you.

—

ity

—

all

that has followed since, or will ever follow here-

The

after.

variations

such and such

arising and preserving of

then, an occurrence as rigorously predeter-

is,

mined as anything else
happens happening of

— everything

nature

in

necessity,

predisposition, exactly as

it

that ever

through undeviating

does.

There

is,

indeed, no

escape whatever from this conclusion, unless the me-

chanical conception itself
gist

who

introduces

into

is

Every biolounbending mechanical

fallacious.

this

nexus any kind of deviating or directing influence ought
clearly to

know

that he

opposing the doctrine of the

is

Conservation of Energy; wittingly or unwittingly he
is

professing himself an unbeliever in this supreme gen-

eralization of

modern

To

science.

as to consistent theists, the

first

consistent physicists

kinetic cast of the world-

material must be the all-important, all-involving event

—

—

Epicurus, however, was aware

tangled arrangements.

empty space material

that in

must

fall

whether large or
assumed withspontaneous deviation from the
particles,

He

with equal velocity.

out explanation, that a

had gradually given rise to complexity of
form and motion. His disciple Lucretius, very much
in the manner of Professor Cope, sought to furnish an
straight path

explanation for this deviation by violently breaking
through the physical order on the strength of our experience of voluntary movements.
Modern cosmogony
with the aid of the law of gravitation a law itself

—

mechanically unexplained

with Professor DuBois-Reymond and our present

fully

mo-

fall

small,

that

and aim-

Democritus, in order to account for the deviation
of atoms from the straight path during their primordial

more inconceivable

formed should display those wondrously purposive activities which we
Surely, we are not shaped from
call their functions.
without merely to fit conditions of the medium. It
seems far more credible that we are shaped from within*

form

tion.

taken smaller ones, which

that organs thus

of

directed activity from material particles and their

and needs of life, should by the negative process of successive weeding, ever be competent to construct out of shapeless material those most specific organs with which we find ourselves endowed; and still
pensities

Since Democritus

has been the standing difficulty of the mechanical

involved

in the

— got over one great difficulty

ancient view, namely the inevitable

fall-

atoms to the bottom of the world. And it
acquired, moreover, a principle by which material partiing of

all

form aggregates on their way to comat the same time from the
straight path through collisions.

made

cles are

mon

to

centers, deviating

To

account for the second great
disposition

logical

antiquity took their cue
that in endless time

fact, that of teleo-

nature, the mechanical views of

in

all

from Empedocles; conceiving

possible material configurations

must necessarily occur, and that those most advantageously constituted would naturally tend to maintain
themselves.
This may be called the Darwinism of the
ancient philosophy.
Historical connection with these ancient views has

been made here because our mechanical world-concepSoon
tion was formed in direct continuity with them.
Gassendi had revived the Atomism of Epicurus, it
was adopted in its main features by Descartes, Boyle
and Newton, and has been used ever since with signal
after

success

— leaving

unsolved, however, the problems of

material integration and teleological direction.
It

is

the scientific installation of matter and motion,

strange that theistic predestinarians

not only as the building material, but also as the build-

have not seized more eagerly upon this argument. They
should welcome the mechanical materialists as their

ing efficiency of our world, that has thrown into promi-

in creation.

most potent
theistic

is

auxiliaries.

There

is,

in

stronghold of the natural sort

Only, then,

found.
pets

It

we

no better
anywhere to be
truth,

mechanically constructed pup-

would be automata sure enough; and

theology and logic, human self-humiliation
indulge

grade

its

mood up

itself that far.

to a certain point

in spite of

— so ready to

— refuses

to de-

we have
problem of modern philosophy, or

nence the psycho-physical dilemma, which
called the

central

K the puzzle of puzzles."
tricate

Now,

if

we

ever desire to ex-

our understanding from the philosophical and

scientific

deadlock, produced by the

artificial

opposition

of a material substance to a mental substance, each of

which has
interaction

to follow
;

if

we

its

own

course

without possible

desire to attain a unitary

view

of

THE OPEN COURT.
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openings for an apparent blending of the two postu-

direct observation only re-productive organization, while
productive organization, which has taken ages to get
accomplished, is left a matter of inference chiefly. On-

lated spheres of reality.

togenetic or individual evolution

nature

have,

first

of

all,

to

strictly consistent, not

allowing any makeshift compromise to establish spurious

The

principle of the Conservation of

already stated

— presupposes, without

Energy

escape, that

the very beginning the original material particles
started

And

with definite velocities

definite

in

this primordial disposition involved,

— as

from
were

directions.

then and there,

with absolute necessity the entire ensuing world-evolution in all
tist

who

No

minutest details.

its

philosophical scien-

uses this leading principle of

modern

physics,

may

rapidly epitomize

phylogenetic or race evolution; yet, most assuredly the
reproductive germ, which contains potentially in its own
phvlogenetic results, cannot pos-

intrinsic constitution, all

undergo

development which can be
compared with that of a primitive protoplasmic form, competent at first to reproduce merely
its own duplicate, and which only increment upon incre
ment, through ceaseless interaction with the medium,

sibly

a process of

at all causatively

not merely as a working hypothesis in the investigation

during countless generations, has

of special problems, but as a torch to illuminate our

complex being we now find. Productive evolution, differing thus radically from re-productive evolution, de-

world-conception, can deny the validity of this

And who

implication.

can

its

to see that this

fail

final

view

is

mands

brought to a focus,
concentrating into one sole omnipotent act of premedi-

two

tated design the rigorously fore-ordained production of

traits

really the special creation-hypothesis

all

that

was ever

to take place in the physical universe?

In a mechanical scheme of

last

born

in

mind.

come

This

a radically different explanation^

ficiently

to

is

be the

not suf-

Evolutional science has to put

totally distinct questions

How

:

are developmental

And how

individually acquired?

are they then

generically transmitted?

kind mental states

this

at

Since the discovery of reproductive germs

all or-

in

can come in only as passive accompaniments, and con-

ganic propagation,

scious realization can only witness as an unrelated out-

that through these minute material vehicles, organiza-

sider the physical spectacle, being utterly impotent to

tion,

We

affect its course in the least degree.

by
having

are forced

such a doctrine to conceive our mental nature as

an origin, a historv and a destiny totally independent of
This, however,

the physical world.

and

trary to experience;
that

we

world

perception of

own

within our

our

in

it is

being.

is

altogether con-

moreover, an evident fact

actually realize whatever

physical

Our

it is,

own

is

perceptible of the

individual consciousness.

undeniably a mental occurrence

Now,

the impossibility of con-

ceiving mind as consciously reproducing, indeed as identically duplicating

by means of
to

its

— within

own

own

its

affections

sphere of existence

—the

physical universe,

which, according to the mechanical view,

unrelated

and incommensurable;

—

imagining the universe realized

it is

in consciousness as in

any way connected with the universe assumed

many

of

in physi-

cal science,

has led

sively their

immediate consciousness and deny altogether

philosophers to trust exclu-

the existence of the physical
bility of this

very prevalent

psycho-physical dilemma

deavored
out

to

universe.

idealistic

the

The

untena-

escape from the

present writer

has en-

expose on various occasions, and has pointed

what seemed

to

him the only

possible solution of

the puzzle.

still

But the principle of the Conservation of Energy is
governing physical science, and biologists are as per-

plexed as ever

dance with

how

to derive organic teleology in accor-

naturally built

up have remained

on account of our being able

to

organic forms are

more obscure
study exhaustively by
all

the

its

peculiarities,

is

somehow

A

to their offspring.

transmitted

germ

reproductive

a

would be non-existent; with it we
become everything we are.
Metaphysically unbiased
scientists could not fail to perceive that mental endow-

the organic world

ments form likewise part of

Now,

if

it is

from

make

difficult to

this

organic heritage.

out exactly

reproduced

organization can be

in

all

uniform and microscopic germ,

a

difficult to

understand

how

specific

how

it

parental

complexity

its

is still

mental

more

faculties are

reproduced along with the specific material structures.

phenomena of instinct, which
between reproduction of menand reproduction of purely organic traits, became a
In this connection the

constitute a kind of link
tal

subject of particular interest.

appear

to

Instincts, at

all

events,

be closely connected with organization.

In-

Lamarck already regarded them as acquired mental habitudes, which had become organically fixed.
He
says: "This inclination on the part of animals to per-

deed,

sist in

their habits,

thereto

and

when once

to

renew the

acquired,

is

actions subservient

propagated thenceforth

individuals through reproduction or generation,
by which the organization and disposition of the parts
are conserved in the acquired state, so that the same inin all

clination exists already in the

fore they have exercised
p. 325.)

it.

The ways and means by which

all

has become plain to everybody

very tiny and inconspicuous sort of a thing, but the
downright fact is, that without it, we and the rest of
is

wholly

this impossibility

with

from parents

it

new

it."

individuals, even be-

(Phil. Zoillogique, 1S09,

Blainville (1832) calls instincts "fixed reason,"

and reason "mobile

instinct."

of the same considerations as

Comte (1S38) makes use
Lamarck to account for

the transmission of any kind of acquired aptitude ("«»e

—
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pratique quelconque")
Pos., Vol. Ill, p.

man

in

787.)

(Cours de Phil.

or beast.

And

seventeen years later

we

Mr. Herbert Spencer, in his Principles of Psychology, expressing the same opinion: "Instinct may
be regarded as a kind of organized memory." (p. 555-)

COURT.

organic

Many

find

memory

" Conscious

memory."

passes into unconscious or organic

materialistic philosophy of the eighteenth cen-

The

made

tury had

Vital

physiologists.

among

kind of interpretation current

this

of every

activities

description,

mental or non-mental, were held to be functions of the
organism. Acquired habits were said to have become
organized by means

modifications in the

of definite

structure of the functioning organ, conscious

memory

reasoners and investigators, before our present

is

to

evoke mental aid

the

possessing

genuine doctrine, the doc-

very lucid rendering of the
trine that

memory

a " function of organized matter"
become the nucleus of various fan-

is

has, strange to say,
tastic

Professor Hering's

mind.

of

speculations even among

cal term " unconscious

The

biologists.

memory " was

equivo-

upon and

seized

pressed into service as a mental agency that coerces the

which the organism

material of

The

essential

and revolutionary import of the eight-

eenth century interpretation

lies in

the implied assertion

that there exist in the living individual

mental acquire-

ments which are functions of his organic structure. And
it is evident that, if some mental states are allowed to be
thus functions of organic structure, then all mental states

must be allowed

to

find that

be functions of organic structure;

— have

Our mental

scious realization, contains

all

moment

sorts of

extricably blended, pointing to one

of actual con-

mental states

common

in-

source of

and Aristotle,

It is

of the utmost importance to be perfectly straight-

forward, discarding every kind of vagueness and ambiguity, in declaring organization to be the veritable matrix
of mind.

For

the proof of this assertion,

given, decides for good,

among

philosophical insight, in favor of

monism.

It

if

it

can be

the sundry claims for
objective or realistic

would follow therefrom,

inevitably, that

consciousness being a function of organic structure

organic structure cannot possibly be in
of any kind of mental operation.

its

turn a product

Nor could

consciousness

independent of organic structure; no

be anything

in itself

affection of a

mental substance; no efflux from a universal

consciousness; no

The

essential,

mode

of an

unknowable

all-important question, then,

first
is:

cause.

Does

effi-

to

vital

felt obliged, no less than Plato
assume some hyper-physical principle

building-material

into

organic

shape.

Claude Bernard believed that " in all living germs there
resides a creative idea," and Professor Virchow admits
that the unity of the future organism must be somehow
contained

the

in

Considering

germ-cell.

only morphological results, regardless of vital

activities,

remains, indeed, even then, utterly unintelligible on

it

mechanical principles how, through agitation by heatvibrations, the

germ- molecules should be rendered com-

petent to transform adjacent
ing-material, causing

it

to

pabulum

into vital build-

aggregate in the minutely

predetermined and wondrously intricate form of a living
can

it

What,

in all reality,

be that induces the material of the germ-cell to

accomplish such marvelous reproductive evolution?
is

this

crux of biological science that has proved

It

suffi-

ciently distracting to drive even cool investigators to des-

perate

means of explanation.

Our

so-called

being a faculty of mental reproduction,
plausible to

some perplexed mechanical
this ideal

must be likewise

at

it

memory

has seemed

biologists that

remembrance
the bottom of

organic reproduction.

Now, as hinted before, it is quite obvious that, if
memory or mental reproduction depends on specifically
organized structure
as a fact

emanation.

kind

simply because

is

—

of former existence

nature.

it

very generally

states of

stituents

they have

this peculiar

is

something of the same nature as

meaning the manifestation of mental
every kind, is a unitary phenomenon, all conof which are essentially of one and the same

why

ask

incompetent to account for the reproduction of
Thoughtthe complex organism from a uniform germ.
ful biologists
however mechanically inclined otherwise
ciency

for consciousness,

presence, or

we

if

to effect

chick or other complex organism.

consists.

Butler, etc., have

they were aware that our conception of physical

potentially

nature

we

of material grouping,

memory " was

applied, and not to any latent efficiency

And

shaping the organism.

coercing

less

Murphy,

maintained that a mental activity of an unconscious kind

regarded as the outcome of such organic
It was to the persistence of the molecular
modification.
modification evinced in the revivability of the experientially modified function, that the term "unconscious

being no

determine mind, or does mind de-

animists, such as Haeckel,

come

(p. 563.)

structure

termine organic structured

by

—a

state of things generally accepted

evolutionists,

— then

specifically

organized

depend on memory or
mental reproduction. This would be out of the question even if mental states were capable of influencing
A certain something cannot posthe physical nexus.
sibly be at one time the produced effect of something
The relaelse and at another time its producing cause.
If B is an outcome of A, then
tion cannot be reversed.
A can by no manner of means become an outcome of
But
B, for B merges into existence only through A.
waiving these impossibilities, and allowing, beside, that
structure

cannot

reciprocally

mental reproduction
ganizing power;
tradiction
tal

is

can exist

may

be

itself

a formative or or

admitting, furthermore, that no con-

involved in assuming that something menin

an unconscious state; granting

all

these

THE OPEN COURT.
absurdities,

how

remains

it

wholly

still

memory

incomprehensible

calling in an entirely

number

and assuring

germmolecules can transform an immensely larger mass of
pabulum into living substance, and finally succeed in
constructing the complex organism, — an achievement
which from the beginning must have been the aim of
the unconscious memory residing in the germ- molethe unconscious

of

a

of

is

named bathmism, who

is

of mentality,

also believes in the organizing

aware

at least

is

of the fraudulent

pretensions of so self-contradictory a thing as " uncon-

memory."

scious

bility

He

does not operate with
He says: "

and nullifying agent.

stultifying

" (or

other mental

implies that the person

unconscious,

—

this

is

is

supposed

to be sensible

a contradiction in

We

(T, of E., pp. 9-10.)
enLet us not delude ourselves with words.

quite certain that

scious,

tion

is

memory

as a

mental

and that organic predisposition
not a mental fact.

How

is

terms, or self-

contradictory language."
tirely agree.
It is

sensi-

meant, which

condition) "is

who

this self-

No

does

in

for the

ability of the

largely endowed, the

thus

new fac

Mum

i. e.

cell-division.

" simply adds tissue either

It

203.)
to

a

new name

ing that "grade-influence directs growth-force."

(O. of
But whence does "grade-influence " derive
directing power?
Professor Cope tells us: "grade-

its

force

is

not regarded here or elsewhere as a simple form

sultants of the interference of

fest in

enlightened by

its

in

application to the old fact.

any way

He

says:

The spermatozoid

is highly endowed with static bathmcommunicates it to the female ovum. The
mingling of the two elements in the presence of nutritious

"

ism, and

material presents an excess, and form-building results.

which are the

(/. e.

re-

consciousness)

(O. qfF.,p. 20S, note,iSS6.)
to the

Anaxagorean device
work mani-

the material process, trusting that this deus ex

machina may somehow

acquit himself of the imposed

duty.
(to

be concluded in the next issue.)

CORRESPONDENCE.

to the biologically

we become

Let us see whether

mind

of shifting on the nous the hyper-mechanical

unexplained fact of cell-division and consequent increase
of bulk.

constructive

called

F., p. 203.)

(£?. of F., p.
This explanatory assumption amounts, evidently,

no more than giving

when

build

enlarging size or in repairing waste."

in

the

of growth-

upon to
up heterogeneous textures; for instance, to build
up, not merely a mass of epithelial tissue, but also muscular and nerve-tissue.
Here new help has to be evoked.
The task is to evolve a succession of graded tissues.
To accomplish this, Professor Cope infuses a "gradeinfluence " into the growth-force, and is then in a position
to operate with "grade growth-force," simply by assumfails,

So we have come round again

tions,"

know

all

force ?

with simple growth-force."

to construct the

Mum,

we any

grow by means

wiser for being told that they

complex organism ? He assumes,
to begin with, a peculiar force, to which he gives the
name of " bathmism " or " growth-force." This force,
he maintains, increases organic bulk by "repetitive addiit

fac

We

question?

well enough that organisms grow; but are

organic predisposition inherent in the germ-cell, which
causes

efficient

the veritable performer of the

of energy, but as a class of energies,

Cope then account

Professor

con-

fact is

to action or func-

unverifiable agent,

most

this

stupendous organizing task

But, even

who

Professor Cope,

unknown and
it

cules.*

power

us, that
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A LETTER FROM PHILADELPHIA.
To

Philadelphia, June

the Editors:

6,

1SS7.

an old story, but a good one, that of Emerson in Egypt.
It is a kind of intellectual tickle, touching humorously on the
great characteristics of the Concord seer, and a spontaneous
ripple of amusement broke over his audience, yesterday, as Mr.
Sidney H. Morse, after reading with enthusiasm that noble poem,
" You know the story is told, that when
The Sfhynx, continued
Emerson went to Egypt and stood there in the desert by the old
Sphynx, she opened her lips and said to him, 'You're another!'"
This was at a meeting of the Sections of the Philadelphia
It is

:

Its activity will

regulate subsequent

ing the motion of nutritive material

new growth by
its

giv-

proper direction."

Here growth-force acmore than "simply adding

(O. of F., p. 191, note, 1SS6.)

complishes really vastly
tissue in

enlarging size."

It

"form-building" material;

uses the added tissue as

this

being, indeed, the most

enigmatical part of the whole performance.
that pass for the present.
fact

here

is,

The

But

let

and observable

plain

and has long been, that "form-building

two elements," and
motion of nutritive material" receives "its

results" from "the mingling of the
that "the

proper direction."
tific

The

great puzzle

is

to find a scien-

explanation for this marvelous occurrence.

Professor

Cope made any advance

The fallacy of Professor

in

Has

this direction

by

Haetkel's special view of this kind of mentally
him the "Perigenesis der Plastidule," the

originated organization, called by

present writer has exposed in Mind, No.

XIX,

1SS0.

Society for Ethical Culture, held at the school building.

The

regular course of lectures of the society, in the regular place of

meeting, has closed for the summer: but
advisable to keep up

it

has been thought

some continuity of the corporate

life

of the

and so it has been determined to hold meetings of the sections on the first Sunday of
each month until the regular lectures begin again. Mr. Morse,
of Boston, the sculptor, and former editor of The Radical, wellknown to the Liberals of New England, being in town at work
on a bust of our Camden poet, Walt Whitman, was persuaded to
Mr. Morse said, aptly
talk to the sections on "Emerson."
enough, that the ethical movement seemed to be the heir of Emsociety in spite of the torrid season,

erson's teachings.

The leader of the Philadelphia society, Mr. Weston, at the
end of Mr. Morse's talk, took occasion to acknowledge that no
other writer had been to him so helpful and suggestive as EmerOther members of the society must have felt a like due
son.

—
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spiritual gratitude as they sat there

impulse of

hearing one

who

had known the man read and speak of his great message, while
from the chimney-piece shone down upon them the white light
of the benign wise face of the Emerson bust, delicately modeled

by Mr. Morse, and

in the clay

full

of the gracious characteristics

of a loving likeness.

At

next meeting of the sections, on July

the

lished lecture of Professor Adler's

on Morality"

is

visited,

habits keep

an unpub-

will be read.

Walt Whitman

He

3,

on "The Influence of Mind

him

as

lives,

but rarely

well known, in great seclusion.

is

visits,

and

his early

hours and simple

as aloof from the world as his heart will let him.

New York this spring, which everyone has heard
on the anniversary of the Lincoln Assassination,
was a repetition of a similar friendly ovation in Whitman's honor
a year ago, in the Chestnut Street Opera House here. From
then until last winter, the 2id of February, when he consented

The

lecture in

about

lately,

fellow-members of a new club recently organand read them some of his poems, I suppose
he has not once met, in town, with anything like so large asocial
assemblage. The rooms were crowded, the low platform was
invaded; faces and figures, brighter and more conventional, were
In the
close on every side, but none were so marked as his.
midst of the group about and on the platform he was still aloof.
to

meet with

his

ized in Philadelphia,

He

sat there

in

clothes, in a big rocking-chair, his

loose gray

neck free in a wide, white turned-over collar, the long gray hair
and beard falling full upon it, his blue eyes looking a little dazed,
though masterly and unabashed, when he lifted them from his
glasses and his book or MS. to gaze out over the listening faces
Poor poet! he looked more perplexed and
in front of him.
troubled afterward, when he had done reading and two or threepeople undertook to talk over theories of poetic art in general,
and his own peculiar methods in particular. He had invited and
allowed

it,

ment

it

in

ity (I will

of course, and, of course,
that bothered him.

it

Perhaps

was not the personal eleit was a natural perplex-

hazard the guess) in seeing that these

men

evidently-

had some established code of poetic methods in mind which they
called "art," of which he, n. poet, never thought of as a settled
thing cut out in a finished block with rigid edges and angles
square, but^ather as sometl ing everlastingly mouldable, as his
baggy clothes were by the more important body that wore them,
and asserted "Z-c

style e'est

The formation

Vhomme!"

of this club, of which he

quite an event in Philadelphia

life last

many

is

winter, and

a

member, was

it

promises to

It was
formed upon the model of the Nineteenth Century Club, of New
York, and with much the same liberal aim in view; that is, to
gather together from the various prominent elements of literary,
artistic, scientific, journalistic, political and social life of the city,
a representative association which would be interested in the discussion and consideration of all manner of current subjects,
competent to follow and further the latest development of thought
or experiment and to debate thereupon, yet under such pleasant
social conditions as would not only enlarge thought but stimuThe first general meeting was
late its best social influences.
called early in January, and regulations and a name were then
discussed, but not until a later meeting,. on the 31st of January,
was the Contemporary Club duly christened and fully launched.
But at the first earlier meeting, one of its members, who has
since removed to New York, and whose hand and mind may

be of progressive interest

now

for

be perceived in the editorial

seasons to come.

management of that capable new

The Efocli, Mr. Nathan Haskell Dole, the translator of
Anna Karenina and other Russian novels, addressed the club on
"The Russian Language and Literature," and some discussion
then followed upon Realism in Fiction. It was at the second
paper,

regular meeting of this

Vagabond
cribed by Mr. George
Since then,

new

Walt Whitman appeared.

club that

Life in

Eastern Europe" has been des-

F. Kennan; "Some Recent Phases of
Psycho-Physics" have been reviewed by Professor Stanley Hall,
and the question, " Who Pays Wages; Capital or Labor?" has
has been considered by Mr. Joseph D. Weeks.
Mr. Kennan's current magazine articles on Russian matters,
and his recent papers on Tolstoi, in The Century, are familiar.
And his vivid narrative of travel and personal adventure was the
main feature of the evening when he spoke before the club, it
may be understood; but not the least interesting were the details
concerning the political and intellectual slavery of the Russians,
and the family, property, and theories of Count Tolstoi, details
which were elicited from Mr. Kennan's special experience by
questions put by Mr. Talcott Williams, of The Press; Mr. Tatui
Baba, the distinguished Japanese Radical, and by others. In
fact, the interchange of question and answer, and the action and
reaction of different views and opinions, which is arranged to
take place upon the given subject of the evening after the stated
address is finished, is a most valuable feature of the plan of the

The

Contemporary Club.

fact that these after-clap discussions

nothing of the smaller discussions thereupon agitated in
social groups
seemed to increase in interest at each successive
to say

—

meeting, points encouragingly to the future success and influence
of the Philadelphia Club.

wanting, for
its

its

membership

are virtually

full,

Other signs of
is

while the

list

liberal clubs

success are not
its

lim-

of applicants for admission

patiently lengthening and awaiting

should not such

its

limited to a hundred, and

possible

vacancies.

is

Why

be organized from the representative

elements of every large city? And why would it not be desirable for such clubs to form with each other some social affiliation?
Mr. Weeks, the Pittsburgh iron-king, who addressed the
club at

its final

meeting

for the season,

seems

of practical and speculative ability peculiar,

to

I

have that union

often think, to the

New Englander. I was not surprised, on asking him, to find that
he hailed from Connecticut. It is the Emersonian temper to
hitch your wagon to a star; and to make reforms practicable in
the business world there is needed all the shrewd energy of the
Yankee-ized American, for there are difficulties enough in the
way of the co-operation of capital and labor, and these were
brought out obstinately enough in the discussion that followed
Mr. Weeks' statement of the theory that the capitalist advances
the money which pays the wages labor earns, in the expectation
that the business undertaken will pay.
Professor Hall's review of " Recent Phases of Psycho-Physics" was cautious, but earnest and far-seeing, as becomes a Professor of Psychology in the Johns Hopkins University.
The
speakers afterward Mr. Hodgson, a member of the English Society for Psychical Research, and Professors Fullerton and Jastrow, of the Universily of Pennsylvania were evidently, on
various grounds, not fully in accord with his temper of approach.
Mr. Hodgson, of course, considered that Professor Hall did not
allow due weight to the evidence of the English society's experiments. And some of this evidence is curious enough, no doubt,

—

—

as set forth in the society's reports; but after

all, it

can not be a

amply for the subtle, unconscious love of deception and deceiving which must at present
underlie such recondite research; and the most thoughtful persons present that night must have felt that Professor Hall said
a mistake, on the other hand, to allow

much when
that,

was

he

making
still

said,

all

according to

my

understanding of his words,

allowance for misconception and deception, there

evidence remaining of a trend of things which might
we were on the eve of the discovery of

lead us to perceive that

psychology as powerful to alter our knowledge
domain, as the discovery of the law of evolution was powerful in biology; that the conditions were similar in

some law

in

and progress

in its

.
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psychology now, as in biology then, just before that universal
principle was apprehended.

The

readers of

The Open Court

of the earnest, almost spiritually
Hall's psychology class

will be interested to hear

now doing

is

work

scientific,

that Professor

Baltimore.

in

They

are

visiting hospitals and asylums for the insane, collecting evidence
from close experience of all sorts and conditions of men, and
gathering knowledge of their brothers, which, subjected to scientific scrutiny, sifting and arrangement, may do much to prepare
a wider moral knowledge. If they were to do nothing directly
available to knowledge, yet, to put us on the way to find methods
of approach in this great field of apprehension, would be to give

We may

progress a leading question.

moral outlook

at the

Johns Hopkins

is

take

the

hint that the

deep, earnest and stirring.

weekly meetings of the Anti-Poverty Society, and not

man

Summer

is

,

i

SS 7

us, full-fledged, and those who can do so are
Fashionable churches will soon be closed, and

who most need

keeping them open. How many milup in the heart of this city at a
period when every nerve of the worker cries out for space and
shade, only the expert statistician can approximate.
Bishop Potter has set on foot a scheme to build a grand cathedral, to cost, with the land upon which it is to be built, not less
than $6,000,000. Miss Wolfe's bequest to the Bishop affords a
nucleus, and subscriptions are rapidly coming in. The Episcopal
church in New York is very rich and generous as far, at least,
for

lions of dollars are thus locked

—

good of the church

is

concerned.

One of the ostensible objects in building the cathedral is to
impress the public with the grandeur and dignity of the Episcopal
form of worship
place of rest
laden.

;

another and better

which

shall

always be open

furnish to that public a
to the

weary and heavy-

Daily service will afford a sinecure to a large number of

resident priests.

With

so

nine fortieths of the time,
be

is to

many churches
it

seems

pitiful

already closed thirtythat these should not

made oases along our hot thoroughfares, and the

six millions

be saved for industrial schools or other practical enterprises.

If

much to expect that, however.
Meantime, the crusade against land monopoly and priestly
oppression, headed by Father McGlynn, assumes gigantic proportions.
No one who has not carefully followed its course can rightfully conceive what may be its scope and extent. The daily papers
report Father McGlynn's meetings as they would report Barnum's circus; to them they afford sensational news of the day. In
reality, there is a widespread and spontaneous movement for which
society has long been in process of evolution, which has its center
in this city.
The scouts upon its flank, composed of foreign
emissaries, may be anarchists; but there is nothing more grand
and pathetic than the patient self-possession and repression of
those who compose the rank and file of the main body of
is

own

gradually loosening their chains while breaking his

is

thrall-

As he stands

before them, big-bodied, big-brained and big-

souled, with a noble,

overhanging brow, massive chin and determ-

dom.

ined mouth, one

moment stern

as fate, again quivering with Irish

wit or drooping with sympathy, meanwhile pouring out his fervid
soul in natural oratory, the spectator realizes

something of

his

peculiar influence.
to

whom

he speaks

is

is

in earnest,

fairly intelligent

and he

is

and

multiplying

power and numbers. And Father McGlynn is his prophet.
ever more loved than he, and no man, since Luther,
has had the opportunity and provocation to become the leader in a
church reform which, very likely, may j-et be felt from Rome to
farthest circumference.

'ts

tered places

as the

it

No man was

upon

motive than the other

and

Those who give this ovation are
mostly Catholics who have been helplessly bound to the Juggernaut of a foreign Pope, and here is one of themselves who is

The workingman

access to these cool and beautifully sequeswhich are open only three or four hours in the week,
at most, are deprived of shade and comfort during the heat of
summer. I say nothing of spiritual refreshment, which is supposed to be their raison d'etre, though that ought to be a higher

they

greeted with

tears,

in

JuNE

leaving the city.

is

long before the tumult ceases.

altogether self-respecting; he

LETTER FROM NEW YORK.
the Editors :

a police-

to be seen.

is

When Father McGlynn comes to the front he
an enthusiasm that finds vent alike in cheers and

C. P.

To

19

probably too

Concerning the peculiar land theories held by Father Mc-

Glynn and

We

Henry George,

his friend

it

is

not necessary to speak.

upon religious thought.
The Protestant clergy, as a whole, are afraid of Father McGlynn, yet there is a distinct growth in liberal thought among
them from year to year. From Beecher's popularity and power
they have learned to let creeds alone or handle them with gloved
fingers.
They choose more practical topics and give illustrations
from real life more freely than they did five years ago, and they are
eager for accessions to their ranks. For instance, a ladj' belongare only considering his influence

ing to the liberal school

New

York,

of

lately joined the

secure social advantages

thought, living in a small suburb of

Dutch Reformed church

otherwise wanting.

"

in order to

Do you

love

Christ?" was the only question asked by the pastor and brethren
in examining the candidate. "What do you mean by that phrase?"

she returned. "Well, do \ou love the principles of fraternal love
and righteousness which he taught?" " Most certainly I do,"
she replied, and that was all they required. There was no suggestion of the atonement or other mysterious articles of orthodox faith to which she could not have subscribed. And this case
Comment upon the honesty of all conis a type of many more.
cerned

is

unnecessary.

not a part of the great liberal religious movement that the
degree of Bachelor of Letters has just been conferred on ColumMiss Hankey, of Staten
bia College's first woman graduate?
Is

it

Island, passed the Harvard examination, four years ago, on twenty
branches of study. She has taken the full course at Columbia
and passed all its examinations with a remarkably high standing.
Four prizes were awarded her for excellence in chemistry. Miss

Hankey was not permitted to attend lectures or recite, and all
her study was done without the stimulus of teachers or follow"
students.
Her graduating thesis on " The Literature of Greece
won high encomiums, and President Barnard has watched her
course with surprise and delight.

Hester M. Poole.

agitators.

Of this semi-religious movement, undertaken in a great
measure by Catholics, Father McGlynn is the real exponent and
leader.
Forced into the van by temperament and religious conviction, he is not the man to yield craven submission to the Pope or
to take any retrograde step.

When he is about to speak four or five thousands vainly seek
admission after the largest hall in the city is filled. The audience
is

made up of workingmen with

their wives

and daughters,

at the

WASSON'S POEMS.

D. A.

To

Jamaica Plains, Mass.

the Editors:

According

to the

wish of the

late

Mr. D. A. Wasson,

I

pro-

pose to arrange and publish a collection of his poems. Many of
these have become very dear and precious to those who have
known them in MSS., or in various collections, or in magazines. It
is

desirable to

plete

make

as possible,

the collection of his best productions as

and

I

com-

have already received copies of poems

—

from private sources, which were unpublished and unknown to
me. I shall be very grateful to any one possessing such poems
who will send them to me or give me information in regard to
them.
Ednah D. Cheney.

BOOK REVIEWS.
Gedenkhuch.

Erinnerung an Karl Heinzen.
Freidenker Publishing Co., 18S7.

Milwaukee:

This pamphlet of 107 pages shows how well Heinzen deserved
dedicated to him at Forest Hill, near Boston, a
year ago, with the inscription " His life work the elevation of man-

monument

kind."

He was

Mankind the CrimMan, The True Character of Humboldt,
The last was published in 1S77. The
1SS0, and at the dedication of the monu-

several in English, for instance, those entitled

Six Letters to a Pious

and What

Humanity?

is

speeches at his funeral, in
ment, by Messrs. S. R. Kohler, R. Lieber and C. H. Boppe,
editor of the freidenker, are in perfect harmony with the brief
biographical sketches, and with the extracts from his writings.

The

spirit of these last

may

be judged from the words: "

be perfectly contented at seeing the world go to ruin

needed

to

save

" It

it."

is

a law of history, as

it is

a

if

I

could

lie

was

a law of botany,

no fruit can come forth and ripen unless the ideal blossoms
drop off and are forgotten." " Never have I covered up truth
as contraband.
I have always lighted the torch of thought comthat

first

pletely,

and announced

my

entire purpose."

F.

m.

Try-Square, or The Church of Practical Religion.
Reforter.
New York Truth Seeker Co.; pp. 312.
This purports

Job Sawyer,

in a

to give the history of

an independent society

and practical man named
The author professes only
reporter.
The organization

movement

as a

questions of importance are discussed in the plain talks reported

by

"

Uncle Job "

in a sensible, earnest

way.

infidelity, conscience, death, etc., are

The book

tions.

better get

A

is

Law, property,

among these ques-

radical in tone, but temperate in spirit and

lovely frontispiece illustrates Professor H. H. Boye-

The National Holiday

tributors.

in its

new

for June,

which

cover. This

But our designers must either be very

is

is

numbered

1

of Vol.

neat and unobjectionable.

fully

employed, or very un-

hundred-dollar prize could bring out nothing more
original or beautiful than a medallion with a head of Minerva
string.
is

paid due respect

to, in

prose

Treasure Trove is one
young

of the best as well as cheapest of the

Queen's
and prose sketch of Victoria and a chapter descriptive of" Parliament and the Tower," and
Fourth of July by an article on " Bunker Hill." Instruction
as well as amusement is the aim of this publication.
151 Wabash

Jubilee

is

In the June number, the

magazines.

people's

commemorated by

avenue, Chicago.

a pictorial

$1.00 per year.

The West American Scientist says:
Germanium is an addition to the
substances,

chemist.

It exists

agyrodite, a

list

of

known elementary

by Dr. Clemens Winkler, a German
combination with silver and sulphur in

discovered

new

in

mineral.

PRESS NOTICES.
Its m;itter is

Some of
pages.

wholly original, and

it is

ably edited.

Fciirhaven (Mass.) Star.

the most able and influential thinkers of the age contribute to

its

Syracuse (Neb.) journal.

a very interesting and instructive publication, and its articles are conby a bevy of writers of well-deserved celebrity. Published at Chicago,
$3 a year, 15 cents a number. Maiden (Mass.) Mirror.
It is

tributed

The Open Court,
reaches

a fortnightly journal,

eighth number this week.

its

Its

now

established in Chicago,

elegantly printed pages are crowded

with the choicest epigrammatic literature of the best thinkers and philosophical
writers of the age.
The Graphic Nezus.

—

The Open Court

of a new publication that reaches us from
which numbers among its contributors such
writers as James Parton, M, D. Conway, John Burroughs, Felix Oswald, etc.
The price is three dollars a year, and it is richly worth it. Ne-.u E)igland
Observer, Keene, N. H.

Chicago

—a

is

the

title

fortnightly review,

current

number

of

The Open Court,

published at Chicago, contains

a large array of special contributions on various subjects, able editorials on

skillful, if a

be plain, as

is

and verse.

The

The Art Amateur

and a ribbon

very

Norwegien story " Fiddle John's Family," begun in the
July number of St. Nicholas. Other delightful illustrations of
English scenery accompany Frank Stockton's "In English Country."
Palmer Cox, Isabel Frances Bellows, Charles G. Leland,
Mary E. Wilkins and Anna M. Pratt are among this month's con-

utterance.

XVII, appears

for themselves.

it

sen's

By

was called "The Church of Practical Religion," and "Try-Square"
was the rule by which the organizer tested his own and the
society's work.
This rule was "every act or word that will result
in injury to anybody is wrong and is prohibited.
No other act or
word is prohibited." Uncle Job Sawyer explains that " after using
this rule constantly for some time I began to call it my Try-Square
from the similarity in the manner of its use to the little implement
called by that name used by carpenters and some other mechanics
to determine whether their work is square and correct."
Many

temperance,

and frank, and there are woodcuts of other pleasant subjects.
Beside the usual notices of saloons and art gossip, we were
specially interested in an instructive note on " Composite Photography," pointing out the fallacy to which this method is liable,
especially from what is called atomic inertia.
A good illustration of this art is given in a composite photograph of a literary
club of nine young ladies. The result is very pleasing, and tends
to show that literature is favorable both to health and beauty.
We might quote many bright things from this excellent number,
but as we could not copy the many fine designs our readers had

place called Pinville.

to give notes of the

as given

in New York.
The portrait of the artist himself gives the
impression of a handsome Englishman, strong, intelligent, brave

home

ii.

started by a plain, blunt, yet thoughtful

side

—

driven, on account of his share in the revolution

of 184S, from Germany, and became in 1S53 the editor of an antislavery journal at Louisville, Kentucky, where his press was destroyed by a mob. Among seventy-seven other publications are
inal,

—

—

THE OPEN COURT.

280

the

—

However, the contents are good,
often the case with

many

if

the out-

things in this

The most valuable paper of this number is a sketch of
Works of Sir Frederick Leighton," the President
of the Royal Academy, illustrated by fac similes of some of his
drawings. The most interesting of these is a study for his paint-

timely topics, correspondence, poetry, and book reviews.
is

The Open Court

destined to take rank as one of the foremost of American periodicals.

Lebandon

(Ind.) Pioneer.

The Open Court,

a fortnightly journal, issued from Chicago, is before \is.
This new publication isdevot-d to the work of establishing ethics and religion
upon a scientific basis. Those who enjoy solid reading matter, furnishing food
National
for earnest thought, will be greatly interested in The Open Court.
City Record, San Diego, Cal.

—

world.

the "Life and

Cymon Iphigenia, a very beautiful female head, reclining,
with the arms raised over it. There is also a study of drapery
and heads from the studies for the ceiling of Mr. Maynard's

ing of

The
in

current

number of The Open Court, a fortnightly journal published
to the work of establishing ethics and religion upon

Chicago and devoted

Prof. Max
basis, is full of interesting and instructive matter.
Muller contributes an article on the "Simplicity of Language " "The Relation
of the Doctrine of Population to Social Reform" is an article filled with brain
food for the reformer, while the ultra-scientist would find much in Richard A.
Proctor's "Common Consent and the Future Life."
"Present Aims," by
Arthur R. Kimball, is another splendid essay.— Peoria(l]\.)A'atiouai Democrat.

a scientific

